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Baseball players' strike
deadline set for August 6

ith
tmergiass '55 Chevy

See story on page 10

Morning tee times open
for OCC Invitational

See photos on page 2

See story on page 10
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—News In Brief

New rule
displaces
teenagers

'The president has cancer' may
cast shadow upon future of termn

5

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Trees

•

•

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA has rescheduled the
aborted liftoff of space shuttle Challenger to July 29 and delayed
two other launches and a test firing of the engines on the newest
shuttle, Atlantis.
MIAMI(AP) — A "really, really excited" Deborah Carthy-Deu
of Puerto Rico, newly crowned Miss Universe 1985, attributed her
success to hard work, faith and holding on to a dream.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's bout with colon cancer
may have few longterm political effects, but it will certainly
change the pace and the power of the nation's political players
over the next few months. Beginning as early as tomorrow, it will
be George Bush and Donald Regan, not Ronald Reagan, who
renew the congressional push for the president's tax reform
proposal.
NEW YORK — What Betty Ford's breast cancer did for that
disease about 10 years ago, President Reagan's polyp may do for
colorectal cancer: boost public awareness arid help doctors find
the disease early, cancer experts say.
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — Violence exploded in a string of black townships running the length of this white-ruled
country. Eight people were killed and dozens injured as police
use whips and.rubber bullets to fight crowds hurling stones and
gasoline bombs.
AUSTIN, Texas — A few years ago, James Michener,• the
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of 31 books, was weighing the
possibilities for a new "big book." lie was wavering between
Texas and the CaAbbean when an invitation from then-Gov. Bill
Clements of Texas tipped the scales.
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The government says it will deploy a
special army force today to take back control of Moslem west
Beirut and its airport from rival militias. The move, sponsored
by Syria, runs into opposition from a Druse militia leader who
says peace will not come to the area until Lebanon's president is
overthrown.
•
SAN FRANCISCO — From the day in 1850 when a Bavarian immigrant made his first pair of jeans for miners looking to strike it
rich in California's gold rush, Levi Strauss & Co. has always been
a family operation. Now, after 14 years of public ownership, the
family wants to make it private again.

BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Traffic problems along Main
Street, from the court square to
9th Street, have been taken care
of by the Murray City Council,
winch during the past two months has approved two city ordinances prohibiting parking in
certain areas along Main Street
between the hours of 6 p.m. and
6 a.m.

Circuit Judge James Lassiter formally swears in David Harrington as Domestic Relations Commissioner for the 42nd District. Harrington was appointed to the position by Judge Lassiter after the post
was left vacant by the resignation of Vicki Jones. Jones is scheduled to complete her case load before
completely resigning from the position, while•Harting-ton began his duties as commissioner this week.
Maff plyr by Kevin &awoke

Harrington named Domestic Relations
Commissioner for 42nd Judicial District
Harrington Was officially
sworn in to the'Position Monday
afternoon by Circuit Judge
James Lassiter. Harrington, 34,
has been practicing law in Murray since January, 1984. He is a
graduate of Mayfield High
School, a 1972 graduate of Murray State University, attended
law school at the University of
Kentucky and was admitted to
the bar in May 1977.
Harrington and his wife,
Patricia reside at 1109 Circarama Drive with ther three

BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
David L. Harrington, h Mur.
_ray_attorney.luthlteen named to
replace Vicki R. Jones as
Domestic Relations Commissioner for the 42nd Judicial
District, including Marshall and
Calloway Conties.
Jones' resignation from the
post was effective July 1, but she
Is scheduled to complete those
cases she was involved with
before completely relinquishing
her position.

daughters — Elizabeth, 8; Linda, 6; and Kimberly, 3.
"I look at my job as providing
service to all those who come
before me, to attorney's and to
the court," said Harrington
about his new position.
"Basically my job is to provide
fair, equitable and impartial
decisions according to the law."
Harrington will be responsible
for assisting the court in the
disposition of domestic relations
cases, including family law and
domestic relations matters.'

House approves new'Medicare tax
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
House subcommittee, while rejecting an administration proposal for an across-the-board increase in Medicare health insurance premiums, has approved a new Medicare tax to be paia
by elderly recipients with incomes above $20,000.
The House Ways and Means
subcommittee on health approved the tax Monday as parr of a
package of Medicare changes
that could go to the full Ways
and Means committee next
week.
It would affect individuals
with incomes above $20,000 and

couples with incomes above
$40,000 who participate in
Medicare, the government's
health insurance program for
the elderly and disabled.
Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif., the
subcommittee's chairman, said
the proposal was drafted as an
alternative to the Reagan administration's plan to raise
premiums for Medicare Part B
coverage, which pays doctor
bills. The administration proposal would have raised the
monthly fee for everyone by the
same amount.
Stark did not call it a tax, instead referring to the _measure

as "an income-related premium
collected by the Internal
Revenue Service." By whatever
name, he said, it was fairer than
a flat increase.
In his 1986 budget proposal,
President Reagan said individuals are paying too little of
the cost of their Medicare Part B
coverage. When the coverage
Was established, he said, individuals paid 50 percent of the
cost. But the premium increase
has been sharply restricted, he
said, and the current premium
of $15.50 a month pays less than
a quarter of the program's
costs.

SUNNY

Tonight: Clear. Low in the
mid 80s. Light wind.
• Wednesday: Sunny. High in
the upper 80s. Light northeast
wind.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for fair skies and
seasonably warm
temperatures, with little if
any chance of thunderslorms.
Highs will. be from the mid 808
to lower 90s.

MISS
TOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Lodger &
Timis by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to coil 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Usti!.
days. Office Hours— a.m.-5
p.m..Monslay 4thrt; Friday. II
•.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
$58.4
Barkley Lake
358.4

Author Wendy Ewald spent Friday afternoon in the MU bookstore autographing copies other book,
t'Portralts and Dreams," and talking to local photographers who dropped In to chat with her.
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The ordinances were passed,
much to the delight of residents
along Main Street and
businesses in that area, but
much to the dismay of others,
who are decrying the move and
asking the question, "what's the
city going to do for its youth"
now it's restricted a part of their
night-time activities.
Ordinance No. 815 prohibits
parking after hours in. a private
or public agency parking lot,
which has prominently
displayed a sign limiting parking to business hours only. Ordinance No. 817 prohibits parking on the south side of Main
Street between South 8th Street
and South 9th Street between'8
p.m. and 6 a.m. except during
school related activities.
Police Chief Jerry Lee
reported that since the passage
of the ordinances, his department has issued about 15 citations in the past two weeks.
In speaking of the ordinances
and their attempt to alleviate
traffic and noise problems along
Main Street, Lee commented,
"It's better than it was," adding
that . 1e-Aiiesn't anticipate any
problems with enforcement of
the two ordinances.
Dr. A.H. Kopperud, a Main
Street businessman, has long
awaited such a move to halt
night-time parking along Main
Street in what he sees as a
greater problem that just nighttime traffid in that,area.
"In general (the problem is),
noise generation from deafening
amplified sound from motor
vehicles, boom boxes, horn_
blowing and boisterous conduct
until 3 a.m. or later, all nights of
the week and especially on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights. Also vandalism and littering, necessitating clean up of
broken beer bottles, cans, paper
containers every morning."
More -specifically, Dr. Kopperud pointed out, those areas
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Rural life theme of photo exhibition
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BETHESDA, Md.(AP) — With four stark words — "the prOsident has cancer" — the government's top cancer surgeon cast a
shadow of uncertainty over Ronald Reagan and his presidency.
Although doctors say a recurrence is unlikely, the once extraordinarily healthy president will be watched closely for any new
sign of malignancy.
The finding Monday that the tumor taken from Reagan's colon
48 hours earlier was malignant and had spread to the wall of his'
bowel won't change the plan to discharge the president from
Bethesda Naval Hospital this weekend or early next week, his
doctors said.
Navy Capt. Dale Oiler, Reagan's chief surgeon, said, "The
president continues his superlative recovery" and was up walking around his room and sitting in a chair reading Monday afternoon after being informed of the test results.
Reagan already has returned to doing.some work. Spokesman
Larry Speakes said the president signed an executive order Monday creating a commission to review defense contracting practices and read his daily update on national security
developments.
Vice President George Bush, meanwhile, canceled trips to
Missouri and Ohio to help lobby for Reagan's tax plan at
meetings the president had planned to attend.
Reagan may, as one of his doctors predicted, be horseback
riding on his California ranch a month from now.
But for the rest of his life, the 74-year-old Reagan will be scanned, tested and probed for signs that the cancer has come back.
Next to lung cancer, colon cancer is the second most deadly form
of the disease.
"There is greater than a 50 percent chance that the president
now has no cancer whatsoever — that there are no cancer cells in
his body — and he is completely cured," said Dr. Steven
Rosenberg, the chief of surgery at the National Cancer Institute
and, as such, the government's No. 1 cancer surgeon.
"However, there is a chance that the tumor may recur at some
time in the future," Rosenberg said.
"The majority of patients in exactly the president's situation
would certainly survive five years and beyond," said Rosenberg.
Oiler said the president told him,"Well, I'm glad tbat that's all
out" after the doctors informed Reagan the tumor had been
malignant but they thought they had removed all the cancerous
tissue.
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Melinda tIblaghttea

By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
Photographer Wendy Ewald
recently came to Murray State
University for the photography
exhibition "Portraits and
Dreams: The Children of Appalachia" on display at the
Clara M Eagle Gallery.
A photographic essay on rural
life in the hollers of Letcher
County, the exhibit is the result
of a five-year project directed
by Ms. Ewald and funded by the
Kentucky Arts Council.
The photographs were taken
by Appalachian school children,
ages six to 14, and were collected by Ms. Ewald along with
the children's stories in her book
"Portraits and Dreams."
The Appalachian project is
but one phase in the unique life
of Wendy Ewald, teacher,
photographer, writer and
adventurer.
The 34-year-old Detroit native
started teaching photography ,
when she was a high school
senior, also learning the craft.
She spent her- college summers working on Indian reservations in Canada, teaching Indian children with the aid of a
(Coat'd on pars 111)
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Staff photo.. frs Dak 14 furl.

HOT ROD — Former Murray an Frank Wilson Sr. and son Frank
Jr. stopped in town on their way home to McAllen, Texas to pose
for a picture. The two were delivering the 1955 hand-built.
fibreglass Chevrolet from Philadelphia to-brother-in-law Armando Hinajosa. one of the top drag-racing drivers in south Texas.

Fulton Countian named,
new chairman of PADD
James Everett, Fulton County
Judge-Executive. was reelected as chairman of the Purchase Area Development
District during the organization's regularly scheduled July
meeting Monday after-noon in
Mayfield.
In addition to the election of
Everett as chairman, Mayfield
Mayor. irgil Gilliam was
ejected vice chairman: Paduah
Mayor Joe Viterisi was elected
secretary: and Wickliffe Mayor
Keith Kelley was elected
treasurer. •

The terms of each of the new
officers will officially begin
August 1, 1985 and will continue
through July 31, 1986.
The election of the 'officers
came during an hour-long
meeting at the Mayfield office of
the PADD. according to Carol
Rogers, PADD representative.
PADD meetings are scheduled
on the third Monday of each
month at the offices on U.S
Highway 45 North, beginning at
5 p.m. with the public invited to
attend all meetings.

Police nab purse-snatcher
Murray police foiled an at:
A Second arrest was reported
tempt by a would-be purse snatby the Murray Police Departcher Monday afternoon when
ment,. Monday — Alan L. Madpolice arrested Danny Wayne
ding, 28, of F-6 Murray Manor,
Robinson,421. pf 1121 South 11th
was charged with third degree
Street, Paducah.
sexual abuse and harassment.
Robinson was charged with
Madding was arrested Monday
theft of property under $100
after he took a ladies purse from
night and is currently tieing held
a laundry basket at Boone's in the Calloway County Jail on a
$500 cash bond.
Laundry on U.S. 641.
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Brief look at legislative measures introduced
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Here is.a brief look at the status
of major measures introduced
during the 1985 special session of
the General Assembly.
— Senate Bill 1: Remove
residency requirements for
police and firefighters in cities
of the second through fifth
classes and urban-county
governments. Passed Senate.
Approved by House Cities
Committee.
— SB14: Appropriate $135,000
from unbudgeted surplus to the
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Administrative Office of the
Courts fOr funding of citizen
foster care review boards. Passed Senate.
Senate Joint Resolution 6: A
resolution ordering the governor
to proceed with planning for a
new prison and include funding
for it in the next biennial budget.
Passed Senate. Approved by
House State Government
C
- ommittee.
— SJR7: Create a gubernatorial Commission on
Vocational-Technical Education
to develop =improvement plan
that will be introduced in the
1986 regular session. Passed
Senate. Approved by House

Teenagers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
affected by the night-time
motorists are the Murray Middle School, the library, the mental health center, Memorial
Baptist Church and professional
and business offices along Main
Street.
Uttering, problems coupled
with vandatfism, noisy and
boisterears activity, and congestion in areas along Main Street
were reported by representatives of all the above
institutions.
When school is in session, it
usually takes one of the school's
maintnance workers about one
to two hours each morning to
clean up the debris at Murray
Middle School, left from the
night before, according to
superintendent Robert Glin
Jeffrey.

Smith Brothers
Homecoming
scheduled for
Kentucky Lake

Kentucky Dam Airport will
play host to this year's July 18-21
Annual Smith Brothers
Homecoming, with a variety of
entertainment scheduled each
'night.
•
The Smith Brothers will be
•
a
featured each night of the
homecoming event, with Dr.
•
•
Buck Morton serving as the
•
a
master of ceremonies.
•
•
The Kingsmen will open the
•
•
•
four-day long event at 7: 30 p.m.
•
•
Thursday. July 18 and Will be
•
•
•
followed by the Singing Greenes.
•
On Friday, July 19 at 7:30
p.m.. the, Hinson's will be
•
•
•
featured. The group will be
•
a
•
followed by the original ,Smith
•
•
0
Brothers.
•
•
Saturday evening will kick-off
•
4(
a
at
7:30 p.m. with .the Primitive
.
‘sleld
I4uartet, which will be followed
'Apy the Lacey Family.
A prayer breakfast will be
•
held
at 7:30 a.m. Sunday with an
•
it
•
8:30 a.m. message scheduled, to
a
S
. be led by Dr. Morton. At 2 p.m.,
•
Nit SALES & RENTAL
•
the Rex Nelon Singers will be
S
`•*....
•
•
featured entertainment.
the
----<":"
a
. Central Shopping Center
In the event it rains, that
a
• (Next to Kroger)
night's entertainment will be
•
•
held in the -North Marshall
liesseesesesse • a s • s s flee • SOS I 9 9 • OS SOMOSOSIBMS1111101111.a
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Education Committee.
— HB3: Omnibus' corporate
— SJR8: Lift the a percent cap
tax bill. Passed House. Pending
on salary increases for universiin Senate A&R Committee.
ty personnel in the 1985-86 fiscal • — HB4: '5-cent-per-gallon inyear. Passed Senate. Approved
crease in the motor-juels tax.
by House Education Committee. Defeated in House.
— House Bill 1: Provide im— HB5: Appropriate funding
munity for local school board
for the special session. Passed
members for their discretionary
House. Pending in Senate A&R
acts. Referred to House- EducaCommittee.
tion Committee.
— HB6: Omnibus education
— HB2: Appropriate an addipackage. Passed House. Pentional $8.3 million for the
ding in Senate Education
Department for Social Services
Committee.
In fiscal year 1985-86 for juvenile
— House Concurrent Resoluprotection services. Passed
tion 5: The appropriations
House. Approved by Senate Apmeasure for the education
propriations.. and Revenue
package. Passed by House. PenCommittee.
ding in Senate A&R.

"I hope this does some good,"
said Jeffrey in reference to the
ordinances, "it's just a shame
that it has to be this way."
Damage to playground equipment at the mental, health
center, extensive littering in
parking lots and cars packed in
the library parking lot preventing use of the after-hours book
depository were also listed as
some of the problems associated

with night-time traffic along
Main Street.
The First United Methodist
Church, of 503 Maple Street, had
operated a "Teen Town" in the
early 1970's, according to Chuck
Guthrie, youth coordinator at
the church then. The teen center
was shut down though, due to the
lack of interest by those high
school youth for which the
center was designed, said
Guthrie.

around and tell stories. They
didn't have the titne."
They had a hard time learning
,.(Cont'd from page 1)
to use cameras. Since they did
Polaroid grant of cameras and
not watch television and their
houses have .no windows, they
When Ms. Ewald moved to
had difficulty looking through
LetCher County in 1965, she
the viewfinder and knowing
needed a way to get to know peowhat they were seeing. They
ple she wanted to photograph,
had no experience in framing.
and found that her camera was
Ms. Ewald overcame that
getting in the way. She decided
handicap by having them poke a
teaching local children
hole in paper to look through as
photography would be an ideal
they walked around the village.
solution.
"You shouldn't expect the
"I went to elementary schools
same pictures from different
in the county, and rural schools
cultures," she learned. "It was
were most open to the idea," she
an education to see how they
said."
were seeing."
She worked with one of KenAppalachian, Indian and Coltucky's last one-room schools.'
ombian- children, she
"It was the end of an era.
discovered, have different
"It worked well for me
photographic eyes.
because there was no set
The Indian children's landschedule. We could (take picscape and family experiences
tures) all afternoon," said Ms.
were opposite to those of ApEwald.
palachia.
Their photographs
"Those kids are extremely
reflected that difference.
talented," she said. "They were
They lived in a flat and scrubvery open and helped each other
by area of Canada where they
study."
. could see great distances, and
Photographs of• each other's
had less intimate family relafamilies, reflected her students' tionships. -Their pictures were
closeness.
taken from greater distances
In New York, people who are
and were less intimate.
buying "Portraits and Dreams"
In Colombia, their pictures
are having a revelation about
were more formal, more posed.
eastern Kentucky.
They owned very few ':things"
"They are knocked out at how
to photograph, making stark
good and consistent the. photos
Snapshots.
are.
Others who work with
Ms. Ewald is working on a
children are surprised at how .book with the pictures from the
imaginative, true and inColumbian children.
novative they are.
"Portraits and Dreams" wait
"An experience I valued a lot
published by Writers and
and didn't expect was in South
Readers Publishing, Inc.,
America. I spent two years in a
started as a co-op in England.
Colombian village in the Andes
"We tried to publish it as
doing a project similar to the
cheaply as we could," Ms.
one in Appalachia."
Ewald seid. The book is $9.95,
Children there, she said, are
most photographic books are
like kids might have been here-a
$20.
generation ago.
They go to
"The printing isn't gorgeous,
school but -are basically child
but hopefully it is more
laborers. Mostare shepherds. 'accessible."
Their roles as laborers made
"What's important to me Is to
working with them a different tell the storieS of people where I
experience
"We couldn't sit
live," Ms. Ewald explained.

Exhibition...
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PERSPECTIVE
Stockman signs off
4

The departure of budget director David Stockman was
inevitable, given his philosophical differences with the
Reagan administration's economic policies. Nevertheless,
he will be difficult to replace
because of his mastery of the
minutiae of federal spending
and his singlezrninded devotion'to fiscal restraint.
Mr. Stockman hit the
'ground running four years ago
when he became the President's point man in thg battle
to rein in federal spending.
The former congressman's unconventional approach to the
budget process, coupled with
his sweeping array of domestic spending cuts, achieved the
first major reductions in federal entitlement programs. Indeed, he was generally credited with masterminding the
administration's budget triumph in 1981.
That same year, however,
Mr. Stockman squandered
much of his credibility by
questioning the administration's economic assumptions.
His criticism of the President's supply-side policies in
• an Atlantic Monthly interview
nearly cost him his job. Thereafter, he expressed periodic

doubts that this nation's
steady economic growth
would produce sufficient tax
revenues to offset the spiraling deficit. Then last month he
embarrassed the administration in a speech to the New
York Stock Exchange by scoring government accounting
-practices and suggesting that
a tax increase was inevitable.
In so doing, he has needlessly complicated the current
congressional budget negotiations by sending mixed signals
about the administration's fiscal intentions. This latest foulup makes the budget director
a liability the administration
can no longer afford.
To be sure, there are honest
differences of opinion concerning the need for a deficit
reduction, and Mr. Stockman
is entitled to his views on the
necessity for a tax increase.
Similarly, President Reagan
is entitled to a budget director
who both agrees with and advocates the administration's
economic policies.
Inasmuch as David Stockman has apparently lost faith
in the efficacy of those policies, his resignation was the
only honorable course of action.

looking back
Ten years ago
Mark, Gordon, Jim Suthard,
Mike Watson, Charlie Glisson
and Daryl Moody were winners
in motorcycle races at MurrayCalloway County , Jaycee Fair.
Kathy Stubblefield showed the
reserve grand champion in the
Jersey Cattle Show,
Bill Barker, superintendent of
Murray Electric System, has
been named as vice president of
South Kentucky Industrial
Development Association.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy W. Starks,
June 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Lamb, July 6; a girl to
Mr. and -Mrs. James Thomas,
July 7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert F. Myers, July 8; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Raspberry, July 11; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Y. McKeel and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Lovins, July.14:
Twenty years ago
The Board of Regents of Murray State College has approved
construction of two new sevenstory dormitories which will
house 720 students. They will be
Hester Hall for women and Bob
White Hall for men. •
Pvt. Virgil L. Dick, son of Mrs.
Virgil Dick, completed a
14-weeks' automotive repair
course at Army Ordnance
Center and School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Albin, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Fitts
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
William Elkins.
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G.T. Lilly, has started
an eight-14....eeks summer
fellowship in Department of
Pharmacology Medical Center,
University of Tennessee,
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Klapp
and children, Jimmy, Amanda,'
Angela and Andrea, of Bowie,
Md., have been the guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp.
Thirty years ago
Miss Judy Barnett of Murray
Training School will spend the
week of July 18 to 22 on the
University of Kentucky campus
as a member of the Sixth Annual
Summer High School Orchestra.
Dale Alexander, 1955 graduate
of Murray High School, has accepted a basketball scholarship
to Murray State College, according to Rex Alexander, head
basketball coach.
Recent births at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Crass, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Buel Burkeen, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bray,
Jr., a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Sloan and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
L.T. Bowman.
Mr. an-d Mrs. Gene
Stackhouse of Camden, N.J.,
have been the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Ed Scott. The two
men served together in Armed
Forces in World War II and this
was the first time they had been
each other since being
discharged.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Columnist Sidney Harris
strikes again--these few choice
words on success taken from his
collection of columns. Pieces of
Eight (1982):
We have to overestimate
ourselves in order to
achieve our highest level of
success and underestimate
ourselves in order to take
that success palatable to
others. .____
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

He came to us a total stranger;
he left like a member of the family
Permit me one last column to
share with you a few more experiences which were ours during the three weeks- The young
Rotary exchange student from
West Germany, Thorsten Muck,
was in our home.
He came to us a total stranger.
He left like•a member of the
family.
Thorsten, who is 17, returned
to his home at Iserlohn, near
Dusseldorf, this past Wednesday
accompanied by our 19-year-old
Jeff, who will spend some time
In the Muck home.
It was like watching two sons
Instead of one disappear down
the telescoped loading ramp and
into that big TWA jet at
Louisville's Standiford Field. In
a matter of hours, they were at
Thorsten's home by way of New
York's Kennedy Airport,
Frankfurt and Dusseldorf. It's a
small world in which we live!
• • •
As was prearranged, we called Jeff at noon Friday, our time.
It was supper time, or about 7
p.m. at the Muck home. The call
went right through — three
digits for West Germany, four
more for Iserlohn and five for
the Muck home.
Jeff, expecting our call,
answered. It was our first experience to talk trans-Atlantic
telephone, and it was as audible
as if we were simply across
town.
The Mucks, he reported, are
most hospitable and gracious
people and live in a lovely home
in a beautiful valley. Saturday,
they were to have gone to
Munich and to Bonn, the West
German capital. This coming
weekend, they plan to go to
Berlin and briefly cross into

Communist-held East Berlin.
while in America and we tried to
And so it will go until he
help him do just that.
returns Aug. 6.
,
- We visited Lincoln's bir-• • •
thplace at Hodgenville. He had
As is customary and recomheard about the Civil War Presimended by Rotary, Jeff took
dent. We spent some time at
along typical Kentucky gifts for
LBL's 1850 Homeplace, went
his hosts. Gov. Collins helped
down among the turbines at
with a Kentucky Colonelcy for
Kentucky Dam and basted in a
Thorsten's father. "My father
broiling sun while a tow was easwill like that!" he said when I
ed through its locks. Murray
showed it to him.
Mayor Holmes Ellis officially
Frau Muck's gift came from a
welcomed him to our town with
Kentucky crafts store in
a key to the city. He liked that.
Louisville — the six-inch-high
We went to St. Louis for the
figure of a race horse on a base
big July 4th celebration, and,
about the size of a 6-by-9 sheet of
hoping to show him the chimpaper. It was all carved out of a
panzee show, to the St. Louis
piece of -Kentucky coal, and
zoo.
This temporarily is
beautifully done.
suspended pending completion
For Thorsten's 11-year-old
of construction of a new
brother, Lars, Jeff took along a
quarters for the chimps and a
record album by the little
new amphitheater for their
fellow's favorite group and a
show. We did see the sea lions'
Murray State sweatshirt. All
show, though, but passed up the
seemed quite pleased with the
dancing elephants.
gifts, he said on the phone.
• • •
In addition, he had some small
Our final touring day found us
banners from the Murray
on a beautiful race horse farm
Rotary club to present in the
near Lexington and at the State
event he visits any of the GerCapitol.
man clubs, and a supply of small
Our son-in-law's boss, James
pins in the shape of the state of
Thornton, who owns Thornton
Kentucky and with "Kentucky"
Oil Company along with other
in large letters across them.
business• interests, lives near
Provided by Rotary, these are
Georgetown and has 26 horses
to be given to the folks he'll meet
on his beautiful, fence-laced,
over there.
350-acre place, Summer Winds
.• •
Farm. Arrangements had been
As for Thorsten, I'm sure he
made for us to see some of the
would have been content to have
horses.
spent his tifte in Murray playing
Mr. Thornton's groom, Del
tennis and at the country club
Thomas, was waiting for us at
swimming pool acquiring a tan.
the main barn and took the trou"No onein Germany has tan,"
ble to lead 11 frisky present and
he explained. "I want to go
future racers out of their stalls
home with one." And, he did —
— one at a time — all the while
a good one.
giving us their ages, pedigrees
His father, though, had told
and the amount of money they
him to go places and see things
had earned to date. I didn't

business mirror

realize race horses were so tall.
One, still a youngster, already
stood 17 hands high. Man '0
War, he said, was 16 hands high.
• • •
The next thy, we watched as
the jet disappeared in the sky,
taking the boys to New York on
the first leg of their trip.
Also aboard were 11 other
young Germans and 11 other
young Kentuckians who will be
guests in the German homes as
Jeff is today.
As they prepared to board, I
think we realized — perhaps for
the first time — how attached we
had become to Thorsten during
his brief stay with us. He was
such a personable, intelligent
young man, and he had fit right
into our family. He and Jeff had
become close friends.
In leaving, Thorsten gave both
Cathryn and me a big bear hug,
and said, "You write letter now!
Okay!" He had had a good time.
.1 1
In Murray, thanks to a lot of you.
"It is a good town." he had said
more than once.
At the door of the ramp, he
,turned and called back to us.
"Next May I graduate. I come
again to visit!" We could only
nod.
• • •
So, if you ever have the opportunity, let me encourage you to
host a foreign student in. your
home for a few weeks. Any
reservations Or apprehension
you might have about doing so
will be unfounded, I can assure
you. It will keep you busy, but is
a fun and memorable
experience.
I don't know of anything that
will help foster better international relations more.

by earl bohn

PITTSBURGH (AP) — The or were not likely
to produce a
first significant interpretation of satisfactory
result," said
new bankruptcy laws governing Sheldon Lowe.
a New York
a company's ability to dissolve - bankruptcy law
specialist.
its labor contracts is due
The fine points were complex,
Wednesday when a federal but the broad
implications were
judge rules in the case of clear to organize
d labor. The
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp. decision sent
union lobbyists
"The first decision out of the scrambling to
Capitol Hill for
box on something like this is ex- change in the
law.
tremely important because it
Congress responded by amenbecomes the touchstone to which
other attorneys and judges are
going to refer," said Randy
Barber. who operates the Center
for Economic Organizing, a
labor consulting firm in
Washington.

ding the federal Bankruptcy
Code a year ago this month to in
clude new conditions for rejacting contracts.
"Our victory in the legislation
was to overturn the employer's
power to make a unilateral decision before the involvement of
the federal bankruptcy court."
said Rex Hardesty. spokesman
for the AFL:CIO in Washington

But because the new -law has
been tested in only relatively
minor cases so far, labor and
management are closely watching the Wheeling-Pittsburgh
case as a potential lndmark.
At stake are the wages and
benefits for 8.200 employees.
pensions for 10.000 retirees and
the future of a company with annual sales of about $1 billion.

The ruling by U.S. District
Judge Warren W. Bentz could
help determine how much
ground organized labor has
recovered since it received a
major blow from the Supreme
Court's 1983 decision in the case
of a New Jersey building supply
company named Bildisco.
In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme
Court ruled that Bildisco did not
violate labor laws when it
dissolved its Teamsters union
contract immediately upon
entering Chapter 11 of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code.
Under Chapter 11, a company
is protected from creditors'
lawsuits while it tries to
reorganize and work out plans to
pay its bills.
"Bildisco held that, in effect,
the employer could reject the
contract, without waiting for
court approval, which seemed
flat in the face of the bankruptcy
reforms of 1978, which said contracts can be rejected subject to
court approval," said Harvard
Law School professor Vein
Countryman, who is representing unions in another case.
To the editor:
surrounding states.
The League of Women Voters
Since the education of its
But the high court approved
of Kentucky believes that
citizens
is one of the most imporrejection of the contract "if the
everyone should have access to
tant investments that Kentucky
contract is burdensome to the
an excellent and equitable
of its citizens is one of the most
estate and the equities balance
public educational system.
important investments that
in favor of rejection ... and if the
Since the 1970's. the League has
Kentucky government can
court were persuaded that
advocated increased funding for
make, it would be most unforreasonable efforts to negotiate
financing primary and secontunate if failure is due to made
were made or were to be made
dary education.
We commend Governor ColTo the editor:
lins' efforts to upgrade the qupThe Murray Civitan Club has
ty of education in Kentucky.
long been active in the support
We consider the Governor's
Of the physically and mentally
proposal to be a first step in
handicapped of Murray and
needed reform in education. We
Calloway Cpunty.
urge. the following additional
We are about to undertake our
permanent sources of funding
biggest effort of support- August
Anyone wishing to contact a
for this and continuing educa10. With the cooperation of the
Kentucky legislator during
tional reform:
the. special. seSsion of the
_ -Cons44-lereticrn-of repeal of _Murray Cable vision P.12.-npany
and Calloway County High
General Assembly has a tollHouse Bill 44 to encourage local
School, we will produce the first
free number to call.
efforts in support of schools:
Murray ,Calloway County
The message line is open
2. The imposition of a tax on
Telethon.
year-round. State senators
unmined minerals.
and representatives may be
We believe teacher salaries
All proceeds of this telethon
reac:hed at 1 (800) 372-71$1.
should be increased to a level
will stay in Calloway County. •
equal to the average of the seven
The support for our local ser-

letters to the editor

Legislature has
toll-free number

qUate implementation.
Judith Marks.
President
League of Women yOters
of Kentucky
Cynthia .Slade.
President
League of Women Voters
of Calloway County
vices, incluoing
has
been cut drastically. There are
25 students now. attending
WATCH, and it is projected
that there will be about 18 more
in need of the center over the
next few years, now- attending
-the public s,ehool system. There
are not enough funds now to take
care of these people, .an4 the
_building will nee() expindhirin
the next few years.
With the help -of the peeple of
Murray and Calloway County,
we can help our own.
•
Ron Pool
President
Murray Civitan Club
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Buchanan reunion held at the park
The second Buchanan
Family Reunion was
held on Sunday, June 30.
at-the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Henry Buchanan:
Ruby Buchanan. Era
Buchanan and Minnie
Buchanan Dirck were in
charge of arrangements
for the event.
A meal of chicken,
ham and trimmings‘
catered by Jo's Palace.
‘A:as served. Desserts
were prepared by Minnie B Dirck and Ruby

Buchanan.
Present were the
following:
-Mr. a,nd Mrs. Joe
Buchanan and Monica
Jo, Meadow Carson,
Mary Buchanan
Melver._ Myrtle
Buchanan Shoemaker,
Terry Shoemaker and
Ruby. Buchanan. Murray; Mr. and Mrs,
Thomas Buchanan and
Helen Buchanan
Tucker. Farmington;
Mrs. Bonnie Cowel
and children, Toby,

Tammy and Chris,
Nashville. Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. (Velma
Buchanfitn) Pat Carson,
Elmhutst, Ill.; Mr. and
Mrs. (Minnie
Buchanan) DIrck, Mrs.
Carolyn Kline and
children. Tresa and
Amy, Independence.
Mo.;
Henry Buchanan.
Wichita, Kan.; Mr. and
Mrs. George Buchanan,
Bethel, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. ErneSt Buchanan,
Selmer. Tenn.; Beverly
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Buchanan jek and
Joshua. Adamsville,
Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Hinton
Craig, Martha Craig
and David Warbutton,
Paris; Tenn.; Mrs.
Margaret Buchanan
Peeples, Fulton; Mrs.
Carol Cook, Springfield,
Tenn._; Mr. and Mrs.
John Littleton,
Buchanab, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. (Patsy
Buchanan) Green, Ladson, S.C.
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Special projects planned by group
Alpha Mu chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
met Tuesday,- June 18,
in the home of Meredith Zehr, 1513 Kirkwood
Dr.. with Hazel Matthai,
new president.
p residing.
Marguerite Klingerman read the following
quote from Walt Whitman • "To me every
hour of day and night is
an unspeakable
ruiracle.'•
It was announced the
fall board meeting will

be Oct. 5 and 6 at home of _Jo Cleta
Ramada Inn. Williams.
• Henderson.
Nancy Meloan led a
Tentative plans for discussion concerning
the three main activities the plans for the Annual
of Alpha Mu for the year Run Through the Park
are the Annual Run to be held on Saturday,
Through the Park; Aug. 31.
Christmas party • with
philanthropic plans
husbands and other
for
the year include an
guests; and a chili supactivity at West View
March.
per in
Nursing Home, reading
Various committee for blind students mat
reports were given in- Murray State UniveAl:
cluding the rummage ty and participation in
sale on June 22 at the Meals on Wheels,

Green Door
Green Bucks
For each '10.00 purchase receive a Green Door
Buck good for '1.00 off your next purchase, Use
them one at a time or save them.up. Bucks expire
August 31, 1985.
14 Dixieland Center

L
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Spouse Abuse and
Parents Anonymous.
Following the closing
ritual Mrs. Zehr served
refreshments. Also present, not previously
mentioned, were Kathie
Fleming, Beth Roper
and Margaret Terhune
The chapter will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 7
p.m. at home of Nancy
Meloan, 311 North 10th
St. Marian Posey, guest
speaker, will show
slides on Costa Rica.
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DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $2.00

FROM THE DIRECTOR
OF GREMLINS:

lama

TROOP AWARDS — Girl Scout Troop 3042
of First Grade, Southwest Calloway Elementary School, received awards earned
throughout the year. Julie King, side photo,
was the high cookie sales' person of the troop.
Awards include Brownie Bee, Brownie safety,
first year pen, friendmaker, Girl Scout pen _
and first year paftlepation pen. The group
met July 3for swimming at Murray-Calloway
County Park. Leaders are Cecelia Cooper and
Deena Blalock. Pictured in top photo are Julie
Myatt, Amanda Rowe,Dolly Bogard,cammie
Blalock, Julie King, Coutney Lyons, Shannon
Vales, Rhea Ann Wright, Hilary Lyons, Brandy Paschall, Lisa Cooper and'Mary P'Pool.
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DATEBOOK
L.MYF plans social

753-7972

1:30, 3:35. 7:10,9:15

The Senior United Methodist Youth Fellowship
of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet Thursday, July 18, at 6:30 p.m.
at the church parsonage. Hamburger,.buns and
beverages will be'furnished. Members will bring
the 'fixins." a group spokesman said.

Pharmacists willmeet
Kentucky's pharmacists will gather at the Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah. July 17 to 21 for
the 1985 annual meeting of the Kentucky Pharm acists Association (KPhA ). The thente,'United Today To Achieve Tomorrow!", embodies the growth.and success of KPhA and the
profession of pharmacy and ties with the many
new horizons at hand for pharmacy and the
association. The 108th KPhA annual meeting will
offer 20 hours of pharmacy continuing education
credit. Education programs include Communication and Patient Counseling, special
Geriatric Therapy, Generic Product Evaluation,
and therapy trendg- of various specific disease
states.
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $2.00

Summer Fashion
Fun Sale!

Cancer risk
CINE 1 & 2 cut by early
detection
I ,311. 17 MI, 7,00

MAD MAX
BEYOND THUNDERDOME
MEL GIBSON !Pt; 131
central center 753-3314

CHERI 3
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THE EVIL THAT MEN DO
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NEW YORK (AP) —
Early detection of
cancer of the colon
greatly improves the
chances for survival,
the American Cancer
Society says.
About 96,000 cases of
colOn cancer and 42,000
cases of rectum cancer
will be diagnosed this
year, the- soc,lety
estimates. The two
diseases are often considered together as
"colorectal cancer,"
which fs surpassed only
by lung cancer and common'a skin cancers, in
frequency.
The cOinbined death
toll, an estimated 59,900
deaths this year, is second only to lung
pancer, the society says.
But the survival rate
depends greatly on
when the cancer is
detected. When found
and treated early, about
87 percent of colon
cancer patients and 78
percent of rectal cancer
patiehts are still alive
five years later. If the
cancer has spread to
other parts of the body,
the survival rates drop
tO- 47 percent and 38 per,
cent, respectively.
Early warning signs
for colorectal cancer include bleeding from the
rectum, blood in the
stOol and a change in
bowel habits. People at
higher risk include
those With a personal or
family history of colorectal Cancer or nf
polypi in the colon or
reetom

Benefit drive underway
Members of Aid' Association for Lutherans
(AAL) Branch 5690, Murray, are launching a
$10,000 fund drive to benefit Barbara Oakley of
Murray who has cancer. Branch members are
organizing a variety of fund-raising activities to
pay for medical, household and other expenses
for the family. Branch volunteers are participating in AAL's Co
:op Benevolence Program.
through-which AAL supplements the money raised locally to help AAL volunteers reach their
financial goals. AAL is the nation's largest
fraternal benefit society, enabling 1.3 million
Lutherans and their-families to help themselves and others through insurance and other fraternal
benefits. There are approximately 3,000 AAL
members living in Kentucky. For local information contact Rhonda-McLemore, phone 759-1976.
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Camping event at park
The Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have
its monthly campout on Friday, Saturday atid
Sunday, July 19-21, at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park. Wagonmasters - will be T.G. and
Estelle Shelton with assistants being Andy and
Linda Rogers. Included in the events will be a
homemade ice cream and social on Saturday at
6:30 p.m. at the Shelton campsite.
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Tennis play Thursday

LI

_ The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, July 18, at
9 a.tn. at the club courts. Substitutes will be
Sheila Farmer and Shirley Homra. Pairings ate
as follows: Court One — Gail Childress. Rafney
Apperson, Joni Billington and Emmy Edwards;
. Court Two — Sharron Brown, Brenda Marquardt, Georgianna Moffitt and Sharon Wells.
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PWP plans meeting

Ricl
Croi
Jam

The Paducah Chapter of Parents Without Partners will meet Friday, July 19, at 8 p.m. at the
Jaycee Building (not the Civic Center) off Lone
Oak Road, Paducah. This is a new meeting place
and is located across from Hannan Plaza, directly behind Marshall's Chevron Station. All single
parents are invited to the general meeting to be
followed by dancing and socializing. For more
Information call 1-674-5886 or wright PWP No.
147, Paducah, Ky. 42002-0411.
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Allison Paige Timaj born

Mr. and Mrs. Reza Timaj of Lexington are the
parents of a daughter, Allison Paige, weighing
nine pounds three ounces. measuring 21 inches.
-born on Tuesday. June 18. The mother is the
former Teresa Smith of Murray. Grandparents
are Mrs. Glenda Smith Mazurka of San Diego.
Calif., Roy Smith of Springfield. Tenn., and Mr.
ahd Mrs. Abolhassan Timaji of Broujerd. Iran.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Ola Culver and the
late Ivy Culver of Murray.
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Raichel E. Etheridge born
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny H. Etheridge, Jr.. Rt. 4.
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter.
Rachel Elaine:weighing nine pounds one ounce.
born On Friday, July 5, at Murray-Calloway
County HoSpital. The mother is the former Jane
Burnett. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Etheridge of Paris, Tenn. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Vaughn of Paris.

Bethany P. Clark. born
Mr
.
.. and Mrs. Rielhatar L. Clark, Rt. 1.
Mayfield, are the parents of a daughter. Bethany
Paige, born on Tuesday. July 2. at MurrayCalloway
. County.Hospital. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ward and Mrs. Rosemary
Clark, Rt. 1, Sedalia, and Howard Clark. Rt. 1,
Mayfield.
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Crawford-Paschall vows said Burd-Edwards family reunion held

Miss Kelli Noel
Crawford, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Nix
Crawford of Murray,
and Terry Lynn
Paschall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Gerald
Paschall of Hazel, were
married on Friday,
June 7.
Dr.. Walter Mischke,
Jr., 'officiated at the
double ring ceremony at
7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Music was provided
by Richard Jones,
organist, and Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist.
The vows were exchanged before an altar
decorated with tiered
candelabra and an arrangement of miranda
fresia, dendrobium orchids and baby's breath.
The bride, escorted by
her father, wore a floor
length gown of prelude
silkfaced peau de soi
and silk organza.
The Alencon laced
bodice, sprinkled with
pearls and crystal
beads, fejitured a Victorian neckline. Sheer
bishop sleeves, accented with lace Motifs,
were tapered with Alencon lace and, tiny
covered buttons. Vertical bands of Venise
lace enhanced the full
skirt that fell to an Alencon bordered hemline.
Her cathedral length
veil ofiillusion was edged with matching
Venise lace and flowed
from a Juliet cap
covered with Venise
lace. She carried a
cascade bridal bouquet
of dendrobium orchids,
phalaenopsis,
stephanotis and ivy.
Miss Tammie Blakely
was the maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were
Miss Gwen Hoover,
Miss Elizabeth Fain and
Mrs. Lori Hutson.
They wore identical
gowns of buttercup
organza and carried
long stemmed yellow
roses with baby's
breath.
The flower girls were
Miss Hilary Lyons and
Miss Courtney Lyons
who wore identical full
length gowns of buttercup organza. Each carried a basket filled with
yellow rose petals.
The groom wore a
black tuxedo with black
bow tie and cumberbund and stephanotis
boutonniere.
Jeffrey Paschall,
brother of the groom,
served as best man.
Groomsmen were
Danny Kingins, Dave
Watson and Chuck
Williams.

The annual reunion of
the descendants of the
Burd-Edwards family
was held on Sunday,
June '16, at the Farmington Community
building.
A basket lunch was
served. Gospel singing
was led by H.B. Riley.
Mrs. Eunice Edwards, 90, who attends
the reunion every year
was present to help sing
"Happy Birthday" to
Herman Edwards, 71.

Attending the reunion
*ere the following:
Mrs. Eunice Edwards, Mrs. Faira McCallon, Miss Melissa
Wagoner, Mr. and Mrs.

A reunion of the Lon
Tidwell family was held
Sunday, June 23, at the
Union Hall of General
Tire and Rubber Co.,
Mayfield.
Hosts for the event
were Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Harrison.
Family members attending were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Cor-

nelius Tidwell, Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Tidwell,
Staci, Rebecca and
,Joseph, Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Tidwell
: Cathy
and Chris, Mrs. Tim
Tidwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Tidwell, Jason
and Justin, Mrs. La
Vella (Gene) Hayden,
Mr. and Mrs. James
Towery, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Crick, all of

Carla and Ronnie
Draffen, Paducah; Mrs.
H.B. Riley, Nashville,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Prinz, St. Claire,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Dublin, Murray;
Mrs. Hilda Tanner,
Plant City, Fla.;
•

Mrs. Emma Rushing,
Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Edwards, Carrie and Angie, Mrs. Vivian Adams, Mrs. Danny Flood, Mrs. Jennifer
Clapp and Sarah, Mrs.
Barry Howard and
Kyle, Sedalia.

Murray;
Mrs. Plas L. Tidwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Harrison, David, Jimmy and Tony, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Tidwell,
Danny and Tammy and
Michelle Page, all of
Sedalia;
Mrs. Laura Kemp,
Mrs. Rudy Kemp and
Steve, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Kemp, Mayfield; Mr.

and Mrs. Ray Beach,
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Searcy and Sarah, Union City, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. John
Crawford, Hopkinsville;
Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Crawford and Heather.
Abilene, Texas Mr. and
Mrs. Randy Crawford,
Melissa, LeAnn and
Lauren, Woodburn.

The descendents of -son, Virginia Dillihay afternoon
was spent Johnna, Graves County;
the late Elbert and and Amy Lois Green.
visiting and taking
Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Lovie Ellen West of
The family of Harold pictures. '
Dillihay, Miss Martha
Graves County held West of Nashville,
Those attending from Dillihay, Miss Marilyn
their annual reunion on Tenn., was unable to atMurray
were Mrs. Dillihay, Kenneth
Saturday, July 13, in the tend because of the
Dillihay and daughter,
City Building at death of Mrs. West's Marian Richardson,
Virginia Belli, Mrs.
Miss
Teresa
Tinsley,
Drakesboro.
(Mary Anna's) sister,
Margaret Shirel and
Jim
Irby,
and
Dr.
and
Their six surviving Mrs.' Edward T.
_daughter, Elizabeth,
Mrs.
Thomas
L.
Green
children are Walter (Frances) Breathitt.
and children. Samuel Drakesboro;
West,Paul West, Harold
A potluck luncheon
Ralph Dillihay and
West, Marian Richard- was served at noon. The and Karen.
_daughter, Shera. Dr.
Others attending were and
Mrs. James W.
the following: *
Green and Children,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Laura and David,
West, St. Louis, Mo.; Louisville; 'Mrs.
Paul West, Mrs. Amy Frances Moses,
Lois Green, Mr. and Hickman; Mrs.
GREENSBORO, N.C. remarrying his fourth
Mrs. John Green and Elizabeth Hagen and
Sue Smock, Annette (AP) — Want to get wife. He said he knew
children, Julie, Jen- Mrs. Margaret Pfaff,
Alexander, Melva Hat- married quick? Just what to expect."
nifer. JoAnn and Glendale, Ariz.
cher and Clare Benton drop into the Dallas
in Fellowship Hall 'of Furniture Store in High
First Baptist Church;
Point and for 6100 for
the various fees and
A fea hosted by Annie
tests you can walk down
Nance, Betty Sue Vinson, Joan Cooper, Eva the aisle amid the sofas
Hale and Patsy Hale at and chairs.
the University Branch
"We handle all the
of the Bank of Murray; marriage arA dessert party hosted rangements," from getby Sally 'Crass, Sue ting medical tests by
Miller, Evon Kelly and one of two on-call physiOpal Oakley at the home cians to calling in a
of Mrs. Crass;
_
magistrate and handlA miscellaneous ing the paperwork, said
shower hosted by Liz manager Darrell FreeFain and Angie Mur- dle. "We're the only one
dock at the home of Miss that does it as a package
deal type of thing. It's
Fain;
A personal shower more or less a public
hosted by Tammie service we do for the
Blakely. Lori Falwell people of the area."
and Gwen Hoover at the
"We advertise that we
home of Miss Hoover;
can complete the arA bridal luncheon rangements in two
hosted by Mrs. Betty Jo hours," Freedle said.
Purdom, aunt of the
Since 1968, 3,400
bride. 'at the Purdom couples have been marhome.
ried at the store.
"There's one man
we've married three
times," Freedle said.
"The last time he was
72. We had a man who
Southside Shopping Center
Dawson and Brian and had been married seven
753-3321
Cincy, Darell and Patty times and he was
Sheridan and Eddie and
Andy, Tommy and
Marilyn Perkins. and
Jennifer, Steve and Vivian McGee and Todd
and Joshua, and Seth
Arant, all of Mayfield.

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lynn Paschall
Ushers were Randy
McCallon, Tim Anderson, Jim Irby, Gary
Morris and Craig
Crawford, brother of the
bride.
•
C.T. Veazey served A
ringbearer.
The men attendants
wore black tuxvioes
with stephanotis
boutonnieres.
Miss Gail Friday.
cousin of the
ringbearer, handed out
rice bags.

directed by Mrs. Betty
Jo Purdom,.aunt of the
bride.
A reception followed
in the social hall of the
church.
Assisting in the
hoSpitalities were Miss
Gina Brown, Mrs. Julie
Stone, Mrs. Sue Blakely,
Mrs. Angie Murdock,
Mrs. Patsy Hale. Mrs.
Eva Hale and Mrs. Joan
Cooper.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Paschall now are
residing in Ahoskie.
The bride's mother N.C.
wore a toast colored
Bridal events includdress and carried a den- ed the following:
drobium 'orchid and
A rehearsal dinner
baby's breath purse hosted by the groom's
corsage.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The mother of the William Gerald
groom wore a teal blue Paschall, at Seven Seas
dress with a corsage of Restaurant;
dendrobium orchids and
A coffee hosted -by
baby's breath.
Sharon Wells, Betty
Mrs. Lisa VVatson Buckingham, Kay Ray,
presided at the guest Jean Hurt, Mary Jane
register.
Jackson. Jo Crass,
The wedding was Jeannie Falwell, Jenny

Babb, Murray; Martha
Ellen Smith and
Georgia Shupe, Coldwater; Beverly
McNeely, Todd McNeely and Timothy McNeely, Paducah;
Armon and Lorraine
Babb, Nola Fisk, Madie
Perkins, Lucile Babb,
Clovis and Magdalene

extending thetlife span
that few,are s
looking
for ways to increase it
further, said Leonard
Hayflick, director of the
Center for Gerontological Studies at the
University of Florida.
Hayflick and other
researchers attended
the "Realistic Expectations for a Long Life"
conference here last
week to debunk some
myths, such as reports
that some residents of
mountain villages in the
Soviet Republic of
Georgia live to 150
years.

We-Rent
Air Conditioners!
We're Growing l
• g-rmi
to get
RENTAVSALES
your Business

753-8201

Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Edwards. Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Edwards, Hubert Edwards, Chicago. Ill.;

West family reunion held Sunday

Greensboro furniture store
hosts many weddings there

3 Day Carpet
& Vinyl Sale

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

In Stock Carpet

•Short Rolls •Room Sizes
•Commercial
100% Wool Oriental Rugs 9' x 12
Starting as low as $249"
In Stock Vinyl

Starting as low as $4s
99q. yd.
In Stock Astro Turf
Starting as low as $299 sq. yd.
6 & 12 foot width

Green, Don and Shirley
Futrell, Bill and
Carolyn Perkins, Bud
and Sue Perkins, Dale"
and Shirley Babb and
Gary. Junior ancrLillian
Babb, Jim and Brenda
Stephens and chfisty,
Lynn and Donna

Terry's Paint & Decorating

DISCOVER

T A KIDS

Beat the Summer Heat
With A Kelvinator Air
Conditioner!

We

Researchers say elderly
should be kept actiiTe
HYANNIS, Mass.
(AP) — Society should
eoncentrate on keeping
the elderly active and
under little stress instead of trying to extend
their lifespan, researchers said.
The medical and
social scientists at a
conference on aging,
agreed that eliminating
major causes of death,
such as cancer and cardiovascular disease, is
not likely to extend the
human life span more
than 12 years.
Scientists have
already done so well in

Lowell Smith, Mr. and
Mrs.„John Duncan, Ronnie Duncan, Rhonda
Duncan, Okie Jean
Scott, Mrs. Carlton
Draffen, Bryan;

Tidwell reunion held at Union Hall

Local persons attend Babb reunion
The family of the late
W.M. and Mary Babb
held a reunion on Sunday, June 30, at Noble
Park, Paducah.
Attending the event
were the following:
Dorothy Crouch,
Ricky and Tammie
Crouch, Ronnie and
Jane Babb, and Lee Ann

A four-generation
family was present.
Memhers are Mrs. Hill
Adams of Sedalia; her
daughter, Mrs. Danny
Flood; Mrs. Flood's
daughter, Mrs. Jennifer
Clapp; and Mrs. Clapp's
daughter, Sarah.

CENTER
210

-53 P:CI

A SALON
DANNY HUTSON

Kelvinator
Sensible, Dependable & Affordable

with pleasure,
welcomes all to his
new location
at 10014
and announces his
disassociation with
Headlines. -

Landstrom's
•

ORIGINAL

THE VILLAGE
HWY. 641 N.
759-4976

Buy now and cart home
your Kelvinator Air Conditioner with your FREE
all-purpose metal cart!
Limited quantities!

BLACK HILIS.GOLD CREATIONS
, SINK E. 191Q

Steele-Allbritten

Furches Jewelry

209 S. 3rd St.
Murray 753-5341
"Your Kelvinator Dealer"

113 S. 4th - Downtown
753-2835
.
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Ann-Margret says she wants to have baby
goal still unfulfilled
after a successful
career in film and
television: having a

NEW YORK (AP) Actress Ann-Margret,
at 44, is making a last-ditch effort to attain one

baby, according to a
published interview.
"This is my last effort, and then I will be

Van Buren
a.

DEAR "ASHAMED": When I was
23. suicide looked pretty good to me,
too •
My husband and I had two- beautiful children, ages 2 and 3. our own
home, good jobs, and lots of nice
things, but I had to leave to "find
myself."
Leaving was especially easy when
I found out that a couple of my
"good buddies" at work wanted to
be_more than good buddies. I was
Queen of the May and it was party
time. My husband filed for divorce
and I went along, figuring it was
what he wanted. I found out later it
wasn't.)
Fun-time became less and less
fun. And a year later I was living
with one of my good buddies who
wanted to get married, but I didn't.
What a mess I'd made of my life! I'd
left a wonderful husband and babies
for what? I wanted to go back, but I
was too ashamed. I considered all
the different methods of suicide I'd
ever heard of, trying to decide which
would be the least difficult for someone to clean up. And what if I failed?
I could be paralyzed, have half a
brain,-or be permanently damaged
somehow. If I succeeded, what was
waiting for me after this life? Who
would find me? My boyfriend?
• Someone in my-family? A stranger?
My children's precious faces kept
popping into my head, and I saw
people pitying them and whispering
to one another."Their mother killed
herself, you knot'." Worst of all, my
adoiable babies would always think
it, was their fault because children
feel kuilty about anything that goes
wrong in their family, and mine
already had my divorce to contend
with. I had tb tough it out for them.
I'd always believed in God, so I

prayed. I told him:"God,I've messed
up my life, so from now on I'm not
going to do anything unless you tell
me to do it. Please,just take over my
life and do what you want with me."
Miiybe you've never believed in
God, but if you have just the faintest
idea that Ile exists, give him a try;
that's all he needs to get you started.
How he answered my prayer is
another long story, with an enormously happy ending.
I'm married again, to the most
terrific guy in the world. We've been
married for eight years, and it's
getting better all the time. (It was
only nine years ago that I wanted to
end my life.) We have a beautiful 14month-old daughter,and I'm happier
now than I ever thought I could (or
deserved) to be.
Abby cares, your babies care, and
I care. That's four people right there,
and there are many more who would
let you know they care, too, if they
even suspected how hopeless you
feel.
In faith, hope and love ...
"BEEN THERE"

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
July 12, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Coffey,
parents, Rose and
James, 308 South 16th
St., Murray;
Baby Boy Jones,
parents, Jill and
Charles, 1603 College
Farm Rd., Apt. B,
Murray.
Dismissals
Herman K. Wicker,
208 North Eighth St.,
Murray; Robert F.
Phillips, Rt. 3, Dover,
Tenn.; Mrs. Cindy
Ragsdale, Rt. 3,
Murray;
Mrs. Sandra Clark,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Linda Sykes, Rt. 6, Parig,
Tenn.; Ms. Robbie C.
Martin, Rt. 4, Fulton;
Miss Tracy L. Beach,
902 Stratford, Murray;
Mrs. Sandy Ellen
Gladwin and baby boy,
812 East Wood, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Estelle D.
belaney, K-1 Southside
Manor, Murray; Mrs.

DEAR "BEEN THERE": I and
countless others are indebted to
you for your inspiring testimony.
Too bad you'll never know how
many lives you've touched because you cared enough to write.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I suppose my problem is a common one, but it doesn't
make me feel any better. You see,
I'm a 25-year-old male and I've
never been out with a woman. It's
not that I don't like women; it's just
that I can't seem to get up the
courage to ask- one out. I have no
trouble talking with the women artwork, but asking One of them out is a
major problem.
Any advice you can give me will
be appreciated.
DEPRESSED IN ASTORIA

Tuesday,July 16
Quilt Lovers' will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
---Retirees of Local 1068
UAW -AFL-CIO and
spouses and any other
retirees of other locals
will meet for supper at
5:30 p.m. at Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Senior High UMYF of
First United Methodist
Church will have LockIn from 9:30 p.m. to 8:36
a.m. at Wesley
Foundation..
----

DEAR DEPRESSED: There's
more than one way to communicate. Why not write one of the
women a note inviting her to a
movie, concert, dinner, sports
event, museum or whatever.
Anyone who writes well enough
to elicit a published response
from Dear Abby should have no
trouble getting a date with the
same technique.Go get'er,Tiger!
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Sadie L. Shoemaker,
1611 College Farm Rd.,
Murray;
Mrs. Ruth S.
McElyea, 1305 Overby,
Murray; Virgil.L. Ford,
Box 52, Dexter; Tomie
Cavitt, 504 North Cherry
St.. Murray; Mrs.
Dorothy Jane Morton,
Rt. 1, Hazel.
---A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, July 13, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Baby Boy West,
parents, Michael and
Shannon, Rt' 6,
Mayfield,
Dismissals
Mrs. Patricia Houtari
and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Mary Green, Rt, 3, Murray; Mrs. Susan Gervais, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Martha Cook,
Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs.
Judy Wallace, Rt, 3,
Murray; Terry Allbrit.ten, 101 Clark St., Murray; Edward Hollen-

$5900

Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon sigma Alpha wit
meet at 7 p.m. at home
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7:30-4:30
Monday-Friday

8-12
Saturday

7:00
8:00
9:00
9:00

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
7SP-0035

Thursday.July 18
Kentucky Dam Airport,
Gilbertsville.
---Swim Party and Picnic for PreschoolKindergarten will be at
10 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
---Mixed Tennis Doubles
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray County Club.
---Men's Stag Night will
be at Murray Country
Club with Scott Wright,
Joe Pat Cohoon, Bob
Diers and Chuck Foster
in charge.
---Men's Stag Night will
e at 6 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club with Danny Woods and Truman
Whitfield in charge.
---The Single Connection
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call Jill at 753-1701.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Health Council
willmeet at 7 p.m. at
Purchase Area Development District Offices,
U.S. Highway 45 North,
Mayfield.
---Murray Women of the
(ConI'd on page 8)
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. Clearance Sale

NEXT WEEK SEE:

UNCOIVIIVION
VALOR

GUINN'S FACTORY
OUTLET SHOES
207

q. Brewer St. Downtown Paris

'Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5, gun. 1-5

3

for 1 plus $1
Buy one pair of selected spring and summer shoes and get
the next 2 pairs for only 61 each.
Choose from Men's, Women's and Athletic

Sale Starts Wed. July 17

•DLI, hOUS*

753-6822

.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

'4MC Space
*oh a POW,
Vent,latot . The atm
Decatur! in tne att,c can
be • baought aptlom 10
degrees 01 the outs,de
lecnDerature Th+s allows
pool_ P. contilholtai
Wham to elteeketa cdol

PICKENS SUPPLY 'INC.
1918 Coldwater Rd.

r

For Only 83 In Your Home.
Showtimes Are:
Wednesday, July 17th
Thursday, July 18th
Friday, July 19th
Saturday, July 20th

How It Works

CC*Sr.ORP,*4•1.).. •
FriLOYYSREiERVED
•

Tuesday,July 16
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.

"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.
---Thursday, July 18
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park.
--Temple Hill Chapter
511 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Second Smith
Brothers Homecoming,
Singing on the Lake will
start at 7:30 p.m. at

Tiffany Rosa
4 Yr. Old Daughter of
Barry & Diane
Rose
of Murray.

)
.1••••44,`

baby girl, 327 Moss Dr.,
Dismissals
Clinton; Miss Deborah
Mrs. Virginia OverCline, HC Box 300, New cast, Box 276, Paris,
Concord; Karl Thorn, Tenn.; Mrs. Janice
706 Olive St., Murray;
Kirk, 607 La Follette,
Murray; Miss Alanna
Mrs. Marla Hobbs, 1218' Murray,
Thomason, and baby Mayfield;
girl, Rt. 5, Murray;
Michael Wofford, 407
Mrs. Ora Skinner, 1011
North Brewer, Paris,
Second St., Fulton; Mrs.
Evelyn Berlin, HC Box 'Tenn.; Miss Barbara
Moreno, Box 922, Mur244A, New Concord;
Mrs. Rose Cossey, ray; Mrs. Alberta
and baby girl, 308 South Wrather, Rt. 4, Murray;
Kenneth Olsen, Rt, 3,
16th St., Murray; Mrs.
Murray;
Reva Hillman, HC Box
Mrs. Annie Bailey;
41, New Concord; Otis
1304. Farris, Murray;
Lampkins, Rt. 5,
Mrs. Betty Boesell, Rt.
Mayfield.
5, Murray; Mrs. Fay
Browning, Rt. 3, Box
Newborn admissions 269, Murray; Mrs. Mary
and dismissals at Garwood, Rt. 6,
Murray-Calloway Coun- Murray;
ty Hospital for Monday,
Mrs. Edith Mitchell,
July 15, have been Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs.
released as follows:
Estella Ross, Rt, 2, MurNewborn admissions
ray; William Clerkin,
Baby Boy Glisson, Rt. 2, Gilbertsville;
parents, Charles and
Mrs. _Hazel Chilcutt,
Angie, boy, Rt. 4, Rt, 2, Hazel'; Mrs,
Juanita Ftatz, Box 207E,
Murray;
Baby Boy Davis, New Concord; Mrs.
parents, Timothy and Dollie Russell (exCindy, boy, Rt. 2, Box pired), 705 South 16th
St., Murray.
289, Paris, Tenn.

Wednes-day,July 17
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m.,
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
luncheon at noon.
---Women of Murray
Murray TOPS (take Country Club will play
off pounds • sensibly) goft at 9 a.m.
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
--at Health Center.
Outland Cemetery
event will be at noon
with a basket. lunch.
Donations may be mailed to Betty 0. Vinson,
2011 Gatesborough,
Murray.
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FASCO COMPLETE WHOLE HOUSE ATTIC FANS
•

back, 2104 Coldwater
Rd., Murray;
Keith Brandon, 1604
Keenland, Murray;
Cabot Grogan, Rt. 5,
Murray'," Ovie Lee, Rt.
1, Almo; Dallas Dick,
Hazel; Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson, 749 Riley Ct.,
Murray;
Mrs. Thilda Watson,
Kirkiiey; Mrs. Vernie
Howard, 1415 Vine St.,
Murray; Mrs. Betty
Venice, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Conley, Rt.
5, Murray; Mrs. Mayme
Thompson, 305
Woodiaivn, Murray;
Mrs. Jewel Crouch, 306
North Fifth St., Murray.
---The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Sunday, July 14. No
newborn .admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Zachary Tapp, Rt, 4,
Benton; Mrs. Erma
Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo;
Christopher Lester, 1211
College Courts, Murray; Mrs. Violet Taylor,
Rt, 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Jeana Berry and

Tuesday,July Id
Tuesday,July 16
West Kentucky Youth of Nancy Meloan, 311
Series will be at 7:30 North 10th St.
p.m. at Clements Street
Church of Christ,
"Sing
- Out, Kentucky!" program will be
Paducah.
presented at 8 p.m.' in
Single-Young Adults Convention Center, Kenof First United tucky Dam State Park.
Methodist Church will
---meet at church at6 p.m.
Parents Anonymous
to carpool to Aurora for will meet from 6 to 8
miniature golf. For in- p.m. For information
formation call 753-3757. call 762-2504.
------Murray Assembly No.
Murray Moose Lodge
will have an enrollment 19 Order of the Rainbow
meeting-at 8 p.m. with for Girls will meet at 7
officers to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m.
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Coming community events are listed
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...„. .(Prices
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DONATIONS PRESENTED - The Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club has
made two more donations from funds derived
from special projects. In side photo Elizabeth
Pasco, vice chairman of the department,
presents a check for $325 to Billie Hall, right,
treasurer of the Murray Woman's Club, for
use on a special project of the club. In top
photo Mona Blankenship, chairman of the
department, presents a check for $325 to
Peggy Allgood, right, for use at the Isolation
Shelter at the Animal Shelter, operated by the
Humane Society of Calloway County.

,
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Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital

CEILING FANS
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"No one gets
everything he or she
wants," she said, "but
I'm really a very lucky
lady."

$ALE ON FANS TO SAVE YOU
-MONEY ALL YEARLONG!

•
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She said she is trying
to increase chances of
getting pregnant by taking hormones.

Woman's Troubled Past Could
Ease Another's Present Pain

DEAR BEEN THERE: Your
letter is long, but I'm running it
just as you wrote it:

"she said
quiet about IL,
In the August Issue of
Redbook magatine."No
one will ever hear me
speak of it again."
Ann-Margret, who ap'peared in films such as
"Viva' Las Vegas,"
"Carnal ynowledge"
and "Tommy," is helping raise the three
children her htisband,
former actor Roger
Smith, had in a previous
marriage.

By Abigail

I)EAR ABBY:This is for"Ashamed
in Amherst," the young woman who
left a good pusband and two babies
for a marra.d man she thought she
couldn't live without. She soon
realized she had made a terrible
mistake, and messed up her life so
badly she couldn't go back. She
seriously considered suicide.
Abby. this letter will be long, so
you have my permission to shorten
it or change it any way you wish,
but I beg you to print it.
BEEN THERE IN CALIFORNIA

As.

Call 753-5005 For
More Information!

Melarti7;-MEins 4-Kids
•

Kids 25-75% off already discounted
prices on.selected items-
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Be a do-it-yourselfer when you can
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Every year thousands
of men and women who
thought they were all
thumbs become doityourseifers.
Most of them are
home owners or
members of their

families who discovered high degree of
satisfacthat the maintenance of tion from comple
ting a
their property can be job you
thought only a
expensive if some of the professional
could hanchores are not handled dle. And
your project,
by themselves.
even if it's only finishing
Doing it yourself is a a table top,
becomes an
great way to save interes
ting conversation
money. It also satisfies piece with relativ
es and
the ego. You can get a friends.
Most of us become doityourselers_by trial and
Hey
error. The trick is to cut
•Mr. Farmbr
down the number and
•Mr. Handyman
size of the errors. You
•Mr. Builder
can do that only if you
know when NOT to do it
yourself.
You should not do it
yourself if the job requires the services of a
licensed worker, such as
a plumber or electrician. You shoud not do it
yourself if the main part
""of the work involves intricate carpentry or
igalt
ria
-,
some other skill which
•
Ci&I'llitlECIII,1113
. 1/1
-t 4111%&
has eluded you in the
We Carry Almost Every Size NaN, Bolt,
past.
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes
What, then, can you
& Horse Shoe NaNs.
do?
Largest Inventory In Our Area!
You can take on tasks
that require a bit more
expertise than you have
and those which utilize
materials which you
may never have used in
201E Mein
753-3341
the past. If you have

Murray Supply
Co.

Paddle Fan Sale

of time you utilize to
complete the project.
You may have figured
out that a certain undernever painted anything taking can be finished in
more than a wooden box three weekends. But you
or a toy, try painting a try to finish it in two
room. It's not difficult: weekends because you
If you have ever worked forgot that you were
with ordinary lumber, having guests the third
tackle gypsum board or weekend. The result
plywood or hardboard. could be a second-rate
And you can venture in- result or, ever 'worse,
to carpentry if you avoid; ruined materials, and
complex joints and pro- extra expense. A profescedures and get around sional might have !Seen
to them after you tuck able to do it all in a
some experience under single day, perhaps
s' even a few hours.
your belt.
If you have a major
One thing that will accelerate your education project, you may decide
is making repairs, just a you do not have the time
step away from doing nor possibly the
actual remodeling. Pat- capabilities but that you
ching wallboard will can handle the contracgive you a feel for handl- ting yourself rather
ing wall materials. than hire a general conReplacing mortar or a tractor. This means you
brick will enable you to must arrange for the
face larger brickwork plumbers and electrijobs at some later time. cians and carpenters
Fixing a cracked or and masons and
broken concrete patio whatever other skilled
will make you familiar workers are needed to
handle the remodeling
with cement mixes.
An important con- venture. You may save
sideration when deter- money this way, but you
mining whether to do are likely to develop a
something yourself or big headachs.
Even when a general
have it done professionally is the element contractor is in charge,
of time. Do you have he sometimes has a litenough time to do the tle difficulty getting the
job properly? In many subcontractors to arrive
do-it-yourself tasks, the on time for their part in
difference between a the overall program.
good result and a poor Any time somebody arone is often the amount rives and has to wait for
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someone else's arrival
before he can begin, it
not only slows up the
job, it may cost you
mianey if you are paying
by the hqur, as so often
you are. The general

contractor has to:accept
responsibility for
delays. If you assume
that role, it's- your
problem.
I..cidentally, when
you, have to.call a

repairman, be sure you
need him. DOulecheck
everything before you
calL And do it yourself
when you have a
reasonable chance you
can handle it.

Alt
ITEMS
AOVEITISE0
ON
NATIONAL

AVARAN1 AT ,1
PARTICIPATING ACE
HARDWARE STORES

(SPONGU ARE
IRREGULAR
DIPAINSIONS)

SPONGES
Highly absorbent, long-lasting genuine
cellulose sponges for cll your household
cleaning needs. AsSorted sizes and colors.
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

id

YOU PAY

ACE

TAPE
2 Inchos
NO yerds.

Popular professional grade all-purpose tape
Greet for
WOME. GARAGE. is strong, sticky
and wciterproof.
Is &
SHOP, Mc.

repairs dozens of items wound theb.use.

Leaving wood pores open
gives oak table rugged look

E

NTER NAATIC
WHILE

SUPPLIES LAST
wood floors in every
EASY
TO SEE AND SET i
room. We expect to havevinyl, the sheet type,
24
Hour
—
Q. I have completed placed on the floor
in the
a solid oak coffee table
Automatic Variable
kitchen and wall-to-wall
that I built from plans
carpeting in the living
and directions in a
room. Is it all right to
magazine. The article
Turns lamps, radios & T.V.s -on- &
put vinyl and carpeting
at difgave'no instructions for
ferent times daily, to make ycur house lock lived
directly over
finishing the table exGIVES PEACE OF MIND I in
.hardwood?
when you're not at home.Easy to set & reset.
cept that it recommendA. — It's all right, but
ed
an oil finish. I would
Both -In Regular Drop and Ceiling Hugger
you could save a lot of
prefer some kind of
money by not ising
finish like varnish, but I
hardwood in the kitchen
wonder whether the
and living room. It
open pores of the oak
seems rather odd to
have to be filled first. I
choose hardwood and
once heard oak should
then coVer it up. If it
be given a wood filler
isn't too late, you should
before it gets its final
consider using some
coat. Is this necessary other
kind of flooring in
or can I put a clear
the two rooms where the
V:01"...,̀
11111M SHOP US FIRST 1
1 ..aW/P.M741
finish right.over the oak
wood will not be seen.
without the filler?
Q. — The picture winA. — Some people
dow in our living room
prefer the kind of rugggets cold when the
ed look oak has without
temperatures are low.
filling the pores. You
That is, the panes get
say "some kind of finish
cold. We were told this
like varnish." Why not
means we are using exvarnish itself? It is often
tra heat to keep the livused on oak. There is no
ing room warm. Would
reason, however, why
it be better to use wall- 1/)
500 S. 4th Murray
you can't use any finish
to-wall, full-length
753-6450
•
that would go on most
drapes or a special inStore Hours: 7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8 -12 Sat.
wooden surfaces, inside insulating window
cluding a penetrating
we have seen in a
sealer, lacquer or one of
neighbor's house?
the synthetics.
Main
A. — The insulating
Murray
753-8194
Q. — We are having a
window will do a better
house built with hardjob. Even fulllength
drapes cannot stop air
CALL TOLL FREE 759.4026 — CHECK OUR PRIC
ES
from getting by them.
Drapes, however, do a,
9' x 7'
good job of keeping out
Wood
the sun's rays in hot
weather.
Q. — I hal:Pt a project
coming up in which it
0' Cric..'1"
will be necessary to con%"x10' Crlc .'2"
ceal the heads of the
screws. I know about
countersinking and
Water
NEW
counterboring, but what
Black
I really want to know
about is covering the
screw after it is below
the surface. Is it better
to fill the hole with some
Dual Element
Treated Pim - Ontlen Wood
kind of wood putty or in30 Gallon Electric
sert a piece of dowel?
8'
10'
18'
16'
A. — Either is OK, but
4x1
Replacement
4.69
what you have to worry
Glass Sliding
about is getting a good
Sze
L89
match. Both the putty
and the dowel are likely
888
4.89 5.T9
to stain a different tone
than the wood itself.
413118 T.19
10.85
There are different
/
1
4" Thick
Ammmiamer
ways to take care of
this, but none of them is
We Offer
tA
.
simple. One wood2x4
With
worker I know has a set
Ceiling Shutter
way of doing it. He
deliberately uses pieces
Air Conditioner Sale
of dowel of a different
5,000 BTU ..$22995
D
V1
kind of wood than the
9,100 BTU....$385.95
Economy
Variable Speed
object being made or...
18.200 BTU...$559.95
)1
30" Emerson
fixed. In short, he tries 0
to make the dowel rods
that cover the
Store Hours:
screwheads decorative,
Mon.-Fri.
so a contrasting color
,7:30 til 5:00
becomes not only accepSaturday '
table but preferable. If
8:00 tii 4:00
One Block South Of Square
you go tit a supply house

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

5- Blade, 52". Paddle Fan with Cane
Inserts, Antique Brass,
3 Speed with Reverse

$6995
We Also Have 21

MURRAY SUPPLY
COMPANY

Styles of Paddle Fans In Stock

Rickman
,
Norsworthy 10-

While You're Here Shop Our

Light Fixtures & Accessories
Over 400 Different St I

on Displ

LUMBER COMPANY,INC.

Wholesale Electric
Su
pply Company_
206 E.

Modernize your kitchen
yourself...and save

TR
EA
S
BUILDING CENTERS

Garage
Door •
6900
$1

Pipe
Specials!
y;"x

759-4026

TREATED LUMBER
SALE!

Heater
$9995

Turbine
Vents

$2688

Psize

Foam
Board

cs•

$299

$2788

Attic Fan

90 Days
Same
As
Cash!*

ntroductory Offer

Door Screen

60%

Carrier

Studs

"179

88
•

894

Off Lust

-Thanks to your response,
we are extending
this offer another week.

TREASBUILDING

75940261'

•To Qualified Buyers
Prices Good Thru 7-22

Benton, Ky.

Above Priest Ricked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759.4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

that deals with wood
craftsmen, you will find
they stock various kinds
of furniture plugs, including fancy metal
ones.

CASH & CARRY

rp.

Sale ends 7-22-85
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Franklin Circuit
Judge William Graham has refused to block the
state Personnel Board from conducting hearings
on alleged discrimination by the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights against its employees.
Graham declined to issue on Monday the temporary injunction sought by the commission, but
he ordered the Personnel Board to determine
whether it has jurisdiction to hear the
employees complaints.
The hparings are scheduled for July 22-24.
Some black employees of the commission have
charged that they were promoted less often, paid
less and given poor work assignments compared
with their white counterparts.
"I believe these people are entitled to a hearing," Graham said.
The commission contends that the Personnel
Board lacks the authority to hear the charges.
—— ——
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP — State officials
began examining a stretch of the Salt River to
try to find out what killed hundreds of fish.
One conservation officer called the problem
the largest fish kill he'd ever seen. said Ted

Z

Former UMW president is buried

Crowell, assistant director of the Fisheries Division of the state Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
The fish, mostly large carp, were found Friday
in the river on the Fort Knox military reservation. State biologists started checking the fish
and testing the water in the river upstream from
West Point. Crowell said.
On Monday. state conservation officers in
Bullitt. Nelson and Hardin counties checked
places along the Salt and Rolling Fork rivers, but
Crowell said they did not find the source of the
fish deaths.
— — — —
SCOTTSVILLE, Ky. tAPi — A Scottsville
police officer was indicted on burglary and theft
charges in connection with crimes that have oc.curred over the past few months.
The Allen County grant) jury on Monday indicted Kim Edward Hibbard on felony charges of
two counts of third-degree burglary, two counts
of theft by unlawful taking. and one count of attempt to commit third-degree burglary.
Hibbard was suspended from the'police force
without pay Saturday.

CHARLESTON,
W.Va.(AP) — About 200
friends and family
members gathered on a
sunny hillside in Wet
Virginia's coal country
for the burial of Arnold
Miller. a former president of the United Mine
Workers of America.
Miller, who labored
underground in the area
for 20 years before
becoming the union's
president, was buried
*Monday in London,
W.Va. He died Friday in
Charleston at the age of
62.
Current UMW president Richard Trumka
and former Sam Church
attended the Miller's
funeral, which was held

at Charleston's Ap- this week, also attended
palachian Bible Center. the services. Other
Miller, who gave up dignitaries at the
his post in 1979 because funeral included state
of ill health, was the Supreme Court justices
union's president Darrell McGraw and
emeritus at the time of Thomas Miller;
his death.
Secretary of State Ken
Two friends and Hechler; U.S. Rep. Bob
former colleagues of Wise, D-W.Va.; and
Miller delivered Joseph Brennan, exeulogies in which they ecutive director of the
called MfIler a man who Bituminous Coal
cared about others more Operatars AssociatiOn.
than himself and who
Miller was a native of
left "a legacy which in- Leewood on Cabin
cludes a greater-degree ' Creek just southeast of
of security and comfort Charleston. He was an
for those who needed the infantryman in World
help."
War II, suffering
- Members of the serious wounds in the
union's International Normandy invision.
Executive Board, After the war returned
meeting at Charleston to Cabin Creek, where
he raised a family and
worked in a low, damp
s
coal seam.
•Wol-Mart Sells for Less •Wal-Mort Sells for Less.Mort
Sells for I is •Wal-Mart Sells for Less •Wal-Mart Sells for Less •Wol-Mort Sells for Less •Wal-Mart
Sells for Less
Miller, who suffered
from heart disease,
wound up getting spinal
arthritis and black lung
disease in the mines. He
retired from coal mining in 1970 and became
politically prominent a
Reg. S11.00
short
time later when he
•20x12x24
helped lead the fight to
Inches
get government benefits
•Islander weave
for black lung sufferers.
with padded
A compromise cantop
didate in the UMW's
•White natural
1972 election, Miller led
and walnut
a reform slate which
swept out incumbent
Tony Boyle, later convicted plotting the death
of Y.A. "Jock" Yablonski, a union challenger.

Wicker Hamper

WAL7MART

Lipton
Instant
Tea

9.88

30z.
Reg. 1.96

1.53

Fram Oil Filter
Diamond
Aluminum
Foil
25 Sq. Ft.
Req 48

14,1100 2•4
3
Reg. 2.78
• Size to fit most
American cars
and pick-ups.

FRA#
co,L
Fla

Plane crash-lands on 1-65
and creates a traffic jam

iql00

Igloo
Playmate
si
aa

7.93

'Reg. 9.93.
•Holds 12 cans •Swing door lock lid
•High impact plastic exterior
•Polyurethane insulation

2/87c
Early Bird

Back To School Sale
rllf111113117MC/11'

194
*Everyday low
Price

imr:1];:m.11.1.ailla.1111=.

•

•

Reg 68c
•A Variety of
Colors
•Non-toxic

ErnirlITEL

Elmer's
GlueAll

374
Reg. 54c

EMIRS
611/1-ALL
1.1
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•Dries Clear
& Strong

Package
of
7 Pencils
With
Eraser Tops

Wal-Mart Invisible
Or
_
TransWA 1. -MART
Teansparent'Tape parent
t 2 x 900 IN
Tape

314

Reg. 38'
'No. 2 lead
'Choice of yellow or
assorted colors

eg. 43'
•For all your gift
wrapping needs.
•1,i2"x 800-

Reg: 51°°
•Medium Point
*Blue Ink

Mort Sells

es,

•VVII, Pyle, I

Thursday,July 18
Thursday,July 18
Moose will meet at 8
Mothers Day Out will
p.m. at lodge hall.
be at 9 a.m. at First
————
Baptist Church.
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club is scheduled to
Carol Poe Group of
meet at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church
Gateway Restaurant, Women will meet at 7
Draffenville.
p.m. with Mrs. Ken
..vaa
Hills.
Senior citizens ac————
tivities will be from 10
South Pleasant Grove
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel United Methodist
and Douglas Centers Church Senior UM.YF
•and from 10 a.m. to 3 will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
p.m. at Ellis Center.
church parsonage.
7— —
Murray Civitan Club
U.M.H.E. Executive
will meet at 7 p.m. at, Committee meeting will
tiomeplace Family be at 1:30 p.m. at First
Restaurant.
Presbyterian Church.

fostSettostitiortiottic

NOW OPEN

$

Joyce's Beauty Salon
irt the

*/0.1. MART S ADVERTISED MFIRCHANDISi POLICY—"

SID

VISA
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Sells for Less •Wol Mart Sells for Less •Wol Mare Snlls for Less •Wal Mart Sells for Less

Central Shopping Center
formerly Evelyn's1
Open:.Tuts.-Sat. 8-5 .
Operators:
Joyce Cooper & Nikki Faulkner

shr
•••

•Wel

Academy of Science has
called for a 50 percent
reduction of sulfur dioxide emissions in the 31
states bordering on and
east of the Mississippi
River.
TVA operates 12 coalfired steam plants --eight in Tennessee and
two each in Alabama
and Kentucky. ''''
Doug Neeley, TVA's
environmental
engineer, said the
federal agency in congressional hearings has
advocated further
reductions in sulfur
dioxide emissions.

Calendar... (Cont'd from page 6)
Reg. 2.96
•Includes loose leaf
notebook with metal
rings,
40
sheet
themebook, paper, 3
dividers.

3/$1

Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salo Ends Sunday, July 21st

LOUISVILLE, Ky.• was headed back to the
(AP) — A twin-engine airport when the plane
plane crash-landed on fell short of the runway.
Interstate 65 adjacent to
Police said the plane
the Kentucky Fair and struck
a concrete
me-_
_ _
_ _
Exposition Center this dian of the highway.
morning, but the pilot bounced and landed on
was not seriously an overpass bridge that
injured. •
leads to the state
The biggest problem fairgrounds. Fire ofcreated by the incident ficials said several hunwas a traffic jam that dred pounds of aviation
became so serious, doc- fuel leaked from the
tors among the stranded plane but there was no
were asking the police fire.
to use their two-way
Short said the plane
radios to phone was on line for a normal
hospitals to report that landing after the pilot's
they would be late for decision to return to the
work.
airport, "and he almost
Dave Short, assistant made it." The plane
traffic manager at near- went down at 5:36 a.m.
by Standiford Field, EDT.
said the pilot had
The pilot's identity
declared an emergency and flight plan were not
just after taking off and immediately available.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A $150,000
federal grant to study
the impact of tougher
regulations to curb acid
rain will be divided
among state and federal
agencies and a private
contractor, officials
say.
The Environmental
Protection Agency
money will be used by
the state's air pollution
division, the Tennessee
Valley Authority and
the private contractor.
Thirteen acid rain
bills are pending in Congress, and the National

•Wal Mort Sells for Less •Wal-Mart Selei
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EPA grants $150,000
to study rules impact

Package of
5 Cap Erasers

Al

Miller was credited
with bringing
democracy to the union
and with negotiating one
of the UMW's best contracts early in his first
term. His second term,
however, was plagued
by failures and internal
bickering.
"I don't believe Arnold Miller ever wanted
or sought the kind of
power he achieved,"
David Biesemeyer, a
friend from the black
lung movement, told
mourners at the funeral..
"He was not the type of
man to dwell on his own
problems; he displayed
a remarkable willingness to sacrifice."
Fred Barkey, a
University of
Charleston history professor, said Miller was
the sort of man whose
life made a difference.
"He moved the wages
and benefits'of the union
miners closer to the
risks they takes and the
contributions they
make,..." said Barkey,
who said he first met
Miller nearly 15 years
ago when the former
UMW president was
part of a movement to
protect West Virginia
from the ravages of
strip mining.
"He was willing to
fight for the union and
for his friends," Barkey
said. "All of us have
benefited from his life."

'''''
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Security force begins patroling West Beirut
Thurman A. King

Mrs. Russell dies dies
at hospital
, Monday; funeral
Services for Thurman
here Wednesday. (Red) King were held Sunday A.
at
2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Dollie Russell, 82, 705
Randy Stephens officiated./
South 16th St., Mt..11-ray, died
Pallbearers were Elwood
Monday at 12:40 p.m. at
Maxwell, Charles Allison, Carl
Murray-Callowaounty
Owens, Jackie Allen, Luther
Hospital.
Hamilton and John Buffington.
Her husband, Duel Russell,
Burial was in Chapel Hill
died in 1960. She also was
Cemetery.
preceded in death by three
Mr. King, 89, Rt. 1, Sprsisters, Mrs. Clydie Owen, Miss
ingville, Tenn.,died Thursday at
Lila Crass and Mrs. Mabel
10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Hargrove, and one brother, OrCounty Hospital. He was a
ville Bean.
retired sawmill operator.
A member of Grace Baptist
Born Feb. 28, 1896, in Henry
Church, she was retired from
County, Tenn., he was the son of
Food Services Department,
the late Pleas King and Nellie
Murray State University. Born
Guthrie King. A 50-year Mason,
March 25, 1903, at Kirksey, she
he was a member of the Sprwas the daughter of the late
ingville Lodge.
Hiram Bean and Liz Crass
His wife, Mrs. Bertie Lee
Bean.
King, died Sept. 25,1983.
Survivors are one daughter,
He is survived by several
Mrs. Opelia Denton, Lithia Spr.ings, Gk.; three sons, Allen • cousins. He also was preceded in
death by three sisters, Eva, Ora
Russell, 1503 Sycamore St., Murand Lettie King, and four
ray, David Russell, Marion,
Ind., and Cody Russell, Chicago,. brothers, Carlos, Clovis, Stanley
and William King.
Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. Jewell
Walker, Mrs. Lola Hale and
Mrs. Jessie Bean, all of
Paducah; seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Revival services at Unity
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will ofChurch will continue through
ficiate. Music will be directed by
Saturday, July 20.
Leland Peeler with Regina
The Rev, James Lawson is the
Peeler as organist.
evangelist for the services at
Burial will follow in Murray
7:30 p.m. each night. Prayer
Memorial Gardens.
services will start at 7 p.m.
Friends may call at the
The pastor, the Rev. Robert
funeral home after 6 p.m.
Pruitt, invites the public to
tonight (Tuesday ).
attend.

Revival services
at Unity Church

Age requirements being broadened

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A
Syrian-sponsored security plan
for Moslem west Beirut took effect today with police patrolling
to ensure that Shiite and Druse
militia offices were shut down
and armed militiamen were off
the streets.
A rapid deployment force of
300 Sunni and Shiite Moslem
soldiers of the Lebanese army
remaiified in its barracks early
today. The force is charged with

American soldier'
injured, accident

stanching any breaches of
security.
The state radio said the plan
went into effect at 6 a.m., as announced by Prime Minister
Rashid Karami, and members
of the elite Squad 16 state police,
wearing red berets, were seen
patrolling the capital.
Six military observers from
Syria were in the Lebanese
capital.to take part in meetings
of a security coordinating committee, and another 29 Syrian officers were expected.

"All militiamen should
withdraw from the streets of
west Beirut, the airport and its
environs. All militia offices in
west Beirut will be closed,"
Karami said when he announced
details of the security plan on
Monday.
The plan was negotiated by
leaders of the Shiite, Sunni and
Druse sects in a two-day
meeting 14 week in Damascus,
the Syrian capital.
In Christian east—Beiru , the
Phalange party and the

Lebanese Forces militia said in
a statement that they had
unified, ending a mutiny launch ell earlier this year by militia
commanders protesting Syria's
increasing influence on President Amin Gemayel, a
Christian.
Christian leaders have riot
been consulted formally about
the securily plan, but Syrian officials say the plan would be extended to east Beirut after it
goes into effect in the Moslem
sector.

FRANKFURT, West Ger-.
many (AP) — A Soviet military
vehicle was involved in an accident with a U.S. military vehicle
it. had been following last
weekend in East Germany, injuring an American soldier, a
U.S. military spol&sman said
today.
Lt. Col. Robert Ahrens,
spokesman for the U.S. Command in Berlin, said he did not
know how seriously the
American soldier was injured or
whether Washington had filed a
protest in the incident.

Marketlisted
Federal•State Market News Serviee July 10 11185
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
chides 4 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. MO Est. 700 Barrows Gilts fully
.25 to mostly .50 lower Sows steady to 1.00 lower
decline on weights over 500 lbs.
US It 210240 lbs.
1145.0048.50
418 1.2 200.210 lbs.
547.50.48.25
US 2-3 210250 lbs.
247.75.48.25
US 3-4 250270 lbs.
1144.75-47.75
Sows
US 1.2270-351 lbs.
233.0035.00
US 1.3 300-450 lbs.
133.00-35.00
US 1-3 454-500 lbs.
234.00.30.00
US 1.3 501500 lbs.
135.00.37.00
US 03 300500 lbs.
$32.00-33.0U
Boars $31.00.3.1.00

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
But recent transplants in older
Murray Haydon would be "more - patients have proved successful
seriously considered" for a
and the .hospital will now 'conheart transplant today than in
sider patients beyond 60.
February, when he received a
Jarylk 7 art4fieral--41ear4T-one-of----Attan--M-..-imnstrigTetialrr: —
his doctors says.
Man and medical director of the
That's because 'doctors at
Humana Heart Institute InterHumana Hospital Audubon are
national, said at the time of
now considering older patients
Haydon's implant, he was in
for heart transplants. Before the
similar condition to Lowell
59-year-old Haydon's implant, Boggs, 59, of Cincinnati, who
most transplants were limited to
received a heart transplant
those under 55.
Saturday at Audubon.
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Churches, Tell Your Story
it

On August 16
the Murray
Ledger & Times
will publish a
very special section, "Profile on
• Murray gAnd
Calloway County
Churches."
The tabloid section will contain:
Pictures by Harry. Allison, articles, and
advertisements on our churches.
The deadline for articles and advertisements
is Monday, August 12.
Share your church with the community in the
Ledger & Times' "Profile on Murray and
Calloway County Churches.”
The article form provided should be filled out
and returned to the Ledger & Times.

•Advertisements are not required.

Advertisements sizes will be:
2x2 (Business Card Size)
$14.20
2x4
.
$28.40
2x6 or 3x4 ,
$42.46
• 3x6/
1
2 (3
/
4 Pit%)
(Tab size) $69.23
3x13 6x6/
1
2(v2 pg.) (Tab size) $138.45
4x13
. (3
/
4 pg.)(Tab size) $184.60
6x13 (1 Full pg.)
(Tab size) $276.90
Your advertisements can be arranged by
contacting one of our advertising representatives. (753-1916)
7
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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Name of Church:
Pastor:
Address:
Phone:
Church Service Times:
Membership:
Year Founded:
Other Important Church Leaders:

Special Activities, Programs,Services, Community Involvement, & Etc:

arse an additional sheet for more information)
1001 Wiiitnell Ave. P.O. Box 1040
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Baseball players' strike deadline set for August 6
4

CHICAGO (AP) — While major league
ba,seball treats itself to the All-Star Game
tonight in Minneapolis, its attention will also be
.
focused on the possibility of a players strike in
three weeks.
There had been speculation for weeks that the
players association would boycott the All-Star
Game to try to force a new collective bargaining
agreement with club owners. But on Monday, the
union instead set an Aug. 6 strike deadline.
"There will be a strike effective with games of
that date if no agreement is reached," said
Donald Fehr, acting executive director of the
players association.
• The players strongly considered not playing"
the All-Star(lame. Fehr said. "It's not a players'
game It's not a fans' game. It is one game that
goes to the owners. Of the television revenue that

flows from that game. $2,176,000 goes to player
pensions, and $20 million goes to the owners, plus
the owners get the gate proceeds as well."
But, Fehr said, the union decided to go ahead
with the All-Star show because it is "a game the
fans enjoy and want to see played."
In Minneapolis, Lee MacPhail. president of
management's bargaining arm, the Player Relations Committee. gaid he regretted the strike
decision.
"We are and have been ready to collectively
address the problems confronting ua," MacPhail
said. "We do not want a strike. It would be a
failure on both our parts and unfair to our fans.
"We will make every reasonable effort consistent with our obligation to the game and the
public to ren eh an agreement before the Aug. 6

deadline."
'Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth said
tie hoped a strike could be adverted.
"I think both aides are well represented,"
Ueberroth said. "For the fans' sake especially, I
hope the negotiations will go very well."
Marvin Miller, the former excutive director of
the union who led the players' 50-day strike four
years ago, said, "In 1981, they had the belief the
players would fold in six days. That wasn't an accurate position. I hope they learned from that."

Fehr called the strike date firm and said that
progress at the negotiating table without an
agreement by then probably would not prevent a
walkout. "Speculation is not productive," he
said.
The players want management to maintain the
traditional one-third slice of the television rights
revenue for the union's pension and benefit plan.
The owners have resisted that after signing a
record $1.1 billion broadcast deal far exceeding
preqous contracts.

Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher Jerry Reuss. an
advisor to the union, said, "We set the date with
the intention of forcing them to do something. ...
"There was discussion as to other dates but
when all was said and done, we decided Aug. 6
was the best collective date."

The clubs also claim to be losing money, saying their books show $43 million in losses last
year. The players' analysis, however, shows profits of about $10 million.
The next bargaining session is set for Thursday in New York.
./
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Former champs,absent
Oaks men's golf tourney
open for new winner

56th All-Star Game
abounds,with talent
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS iAP
Which All-Star team
, ould you rather have?
Rickey Henderson
leads off a magnumforce American League
• lineup with a •.357, average. George Brett.
leading the major
leagues at .358, bats
third.
Baltimore's- big boppers. Eddie Murray and
Cal Ripken, hit fourth
and fifth.'Jim Rice, one
of baseball's biggest terrors during the last
decade,- is seventh =that's right. seventh —
and Carlton Fisk, tied
for the major league
lead with 23 homers, is
eigtith.
"This is the—best team
I think we've had,"
• Brett said.
Then there is the National League. Which
will be without some of
its standouts fortonight's 56th All-Star
Game.
Pedro Guerrero of Los
Angeles and Gary
Carter of the New York
Mets are injured. Joaquin Andujar. the
leading winner in the
majors, decided to stay
home in St. Louis. Fernando Valenzuela of Los
Angeles and the Mets'
Dwight Gooden may not
pitch an inning between
them
And the game is even
at an AL park. the semisurrealistic Hubert H.
Humphrey Metrodome.
"We're at a definite
disadvantage because
they have all played
here They know all the
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Williams said either
Nolan Ryan of Houston
or the Mets'- Ron Darling would follow Hoyt.
Then Valenzuela and
Gooden, who combined
to strike out six consecutive batters in last
year's game, would get
their turns.
To finish, Williams
brought ,along three
premier relievers, his
own Rich Gossage, Montreal's Jeff Reardon and
Scott Garrelts of San
Francisco.
Detroit's Jack Morris
will make his second
All-Star start for•the AL.
He pitched two
scoreless innings in
opening the 1981 game,
and threw two shutout
innings last year.
— We're 'playing in a
hitters' ballpark," Morris said. "All I want to
know is location, where
their power zones are. If
I'm pitching well, I'll
get them out."
Detroit Manager
nooks and crannies." Sparky Anderson will
NL Manager Dick guide the AL and atWilliams of San Diego tempt to become the
said. "That's our alibi." first manager to win
But will the Nationals with both leagues in Allneed one? If they win, it Star play.'He said he'd
will be for the 21st time like Toronto left-hander
OPEN FIELD — Last year's Oaks Country Club Men's Invitational chamin 23 games, extending Jimmy Key to follow
their margin to 36-19-1.
Morris "because they pion — Robert Pannell of Memphis, Tenn. — is not expected to return this
year to defend his title. In his first appearance ever at the OCC tourney, PanA victory would pro- have some left-handed
nell took home the title with rounds of 68-70-138, winning by four strokes.
bably come on the power.'
File photo by Jim Rector
strength of pitcging.
The 8:40 p.m. EDT
LaMarr Hoyt, the Cy game is expected to
Young winner in the AL draw a sellout crowd of
two seasons ago, will 55,122.
open up for the NL. He's
"When there are lot of
one of five San Diego people, this place heats
players in the starting up," said slugger Tom
lineup.
Brunansky of the host
ELIZABETHTOWN,
He predicted Satur- Somerset defensive
"I know their guys Minnesota Twins. "And Ky. — The best of Ken- day's game will not be
back, and Dwayne
and I hope that helps when that happens, the tucky's 1985 football like last year's 3-0 KenGammons, a Murray
me," Hoyt said.
ball flies out of here."•
crop will attempt to tucky loss at the Univer- High tight end.
even the score with their sity of Kentucky's Comcounterparts from Ten- monwealth Stadium.
Tennessee, meannessee in the second
Fans may be in for an while, may also try an
game of an all-star air show, he said.
air attack. The all stars
series Saturday in
"I think we've (Ken- will feature some
Nashville at Vanderbilt tucky), got a couple of outstanding wide
University,
very fine quarterbacks receievers, Thomas
No charge for cutting, $
The Kentucky all- in Chuck Broughton
Woods, a University of
wrapping & Freezing
stars have been in Lex- (Ashland Blazer) and Tennessee signee, and
ington this week for Vish Talwalkor (Lex- John Bland of Knoxville
workouts preparing for ington Lafayette),"
the rematch and head Matthews said. "Both
coach slim Matthews of throw the football well.
'Franklin-Simpson High And I think our passing
School is optimistic.
14 lb Box Quarter Pounders 100%
game may become our
"Right now our kids strong suit."
BOSTON (API—
are in the process of adAlso playing for Ken- Hoping to increase the
justing to the coaches tucky will be Louisville odds of having a worldand our work out Trinity linebackers class field for the 1986
schedule, but by James Murray and Boston Marathon, the
gametime Saturday Carwell Gardner, Jef- Boston Athletic Associathey'll be fired up for fersontown's Oliver tion Board of Governors
Tennessee," Matthews Barnett at -defensive has voted to award prize
said.
tackle, Tony Massey, a money.
In recent years, the
quality of entrants in the
nation's oldest continually run marathon
125 lbs. to 140 lbs.
has dwindled as top contenders chose to bypass
the Boston race td" train
Frosty Acre
for other marathons
that offer prize money.
The board's announcement Monday
All-Star Batting Orders
Probable starting batting orders
'for Tuesday night s Major League
Baseball All-Star Game at. the
Metrodome in Minneapolis
National League
•
Tony Gwynn
If San Diego
Padres
Tommy Herr 2b St
Louis
Cardinals
Steve Games
lb San Diego
Padres
Dale Murphy ef, Atlanta Braves
Darryl Strawberry rf New York
Mets
Graig Nettles ,3b San Diego
Padres
Terri. Kennedy i
San Diego
Padres
Ozzie Smith
St
ss
Louis
Cardinals
I Marr - Hoyt
p Sart Diego
FicifireS
American League
Flenderson et New York
Yankees
Lou VOntakor 2b. Detroit Tigers
George Brett.' 3b Kansas City
Royals
Eddie Murray
lb Baltimore
Orioles
Cal Ripken. ss. Baltimore Orioles
Dave Winfield. rt. New York
Yankees
Jilin Rice. If Boston Red Sox
-Carlton Fisk c Chicago White
Sox
Jack Morris. p. Detroit Tigers
Umpires
Larry McCoy. AL, home
John Kibler. NL first
'
Nick Bremigan. AL. second
Charlie Williams, NI.. third
Drew Coble Al.. left field.
Randy Marsh. NI-. right field

The Food Savings Are Fine!
Choice Sides of

Beef

la(
to

225 to - 300 lb.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
With the champions of
the past two years absent from the field, the
path is wide open for a
new winner in the Oaks
Country Club Men's
Golf Invitational.
According to .tournament director Nick
Ryan, this year's field
will be minus last year's
champion — Robert
Pannell — and Jerry
Caldwell, champion of
the OCC several times
in the past including the
1983 tourney.
"We're looking at a
field of about 145 and the
tournament will be wide
open this year," Ryan
said, describing Saturday and Sunday's annual event for the Oaks
club.
The way will be open
for another Pannell-like
appearance, as last
year's champion is not
expected to make the
trip from his hometown
of Memphis, Tenn. Last
year Pannell attended
the tournament at the
Invitation of Murray
businessmen Tony
Rayburn and shot
rounds of 68-70-138 to
defeat runnerup
Truman Whitfield by
four strokes.
Pannell shot a 65 during his practioe round
the Friday prior to last

year's tourney and continued his hot streak
throughout the
weekend.
Caldwell, who won the
tourney title in '83 but
skipped the event in
1984, is on business in
Michigan and is not expected to play this year
either.
But, Ryan said, the
absentees won't
dampen the competitiveness of the field.
Prizes will be awarded
to the top 10 finishers in
each flight.
Already committed to
this year's event are
perennial championship
fighters Truman Whitfield, Homer Brianch,
Monty Neweomb, and
the Cothran brothers —
Don and Roy.
Tee times are still
available for the morning group only which
will begin with a
shotgun start at 8:30
a.m. Saturday. The
afternoon -group will
start at 1:30 p.m.
Cost for the two days
of golf, plus meals each
day; is $35 ,per player..
Interested linkers
should contact the Oaks
pro shop at 753-6454.
Tee assignments will
be published in either
Thursday or Friday's
Ledger & Times sports
section.

Morning tee times available

Farragut, who signed
with Arkansas.
Tennessee's premier
running back last
season, James House, of
Murpheesboro Oakland
High, who signed with
Texas A&M, decided to
pass up the all-star
game to remain in College Station, Texas, for
workouts in preparation
for practice next month.
Other top prospects
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include down lineman
Eric Still, a UT signee,
and free safety Ron
Robinson, a University
of Kentucky signee.
Proceeds from the
game, being underwritten this yearby the West
Nashville Kiwanis Club,
will go to Templeton
Hall, a drug rehabilitation center for youths.
Kickoff is 8 p.m. EDT.
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Boston Marathon goes commercial

Quarter Beef

$1899
$ 1649

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY

Wholesale & Retail Meat —

$1
"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Phone 75?-1601
? a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri:
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray"

free Refills On Drinks

night was hailed by
former champion Bill
Rodgers and two-time
defending champion
Geoff Smith.
"I think it can be the
best marathon in the
world in 1986 if they continue to make these
types of changes," said
Rodgers, who won in
1975 and 78-80. "Runners want to compete
against their best competition. I think Boston's
prestige will pull people
back."
Smith agreed.
"I'd love to win

For oil your T-ovel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
1330880

Boston with a great
field," said Smith. "The
thought of running
Boston again is exciting.
I think there will be a lot
of top runners" in the
1986 race.
Smith said that
although the board's
decision was a step in
the right direction, he
believed they still have
to make the right decisions about the amount
of prize money to offer.
"They can't go
halfway," he said.
Big-name marathops,
such as New York and
Chicago, offer more
than $270,000 in prize
money, while lesserknown rharathons, such.
as Houston aid the Twin
Cities, offer $175,000 in
prizes.
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All-Star pause shouldn't dampen pennant drive
for streaking St. Louis Cardinals baseball team
By PAUL LeBAR
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
What National League
opponentahaye failed to
do in recent weeks
Terry Pendleton doesn't
think a brief pause will
do to the St. Louis Cardinals either.
"I think three-days off
will do us some good,"
said the St. Louis third
baseman as the Cards
broke for the All-Star
Game with the major
leagues' best -record.
"We've had some tough
baseball games."

assignments weren't
enough, St. Louis will
journey to Chicago for
three games against the
Cubs before returning
home. ,
Cards Manager
W.hitey Herzog
disparaged the trip's
length but conceded St.
Louis has no choice but
to do the best it can.
"We really shouldn't
have to do that. When
you go to the West
Coast, you ought to be
able to come home,"
Herzog said. "But
there's not much you
can do about it — just go
out and play."

As difficult as St.
Louis' schedule has
been, it will become , The creed described
tougher starting Thurs- by the Cards' pilot pretday on the West Coast.
ty much describes the
There, at the beginn- fashion in which St.
ing of a 14-game trip, Louis, following a shaky
'the Cards will take on season's start, has rethe Los Angeles bounded since mid-May
Dodgers followed by the to compile its 52-33
San Francisco Giants record.
and San Diego Padves.
Once saddled.iwith a
And, as .if those 16-19 record, the Cards

have since won 36 of 50
contests. Their mark at
home, 32-13, is best in
the NL. And were it not
for the resurgent New
York Mets, their lead in
the NL East would be
more substantial than
the 214 games at which
it stands.

"The only thing that
can stop the Cardinals is
to have them run into a
lot of good pitching,"
Kennedy said after the
Padres lost three of four
games to St. Louis last
week. "The Mets have
great pitching. But they
don't have the Cardinals' speed or
defense."
A majors-leading
total of 173 stolen bases,
led by rookie Vince Coleman's top individual
compilation of 63, attests well enough to St..
Louis' devastating
speed.

KENTUCKY
LEAGUE STARS —
Members of the Kentucky League All-Star
A-Team are (front row,
from left) Dereck Plummer, Scott Diers,
Michael Carr, Russell
Adkins, Tony Khajavi,
Brent Keller, (back
row) Jeremy Latimer,
Adam Grogan, Darrell
Ramsey Sr., coach,
Steven Gresham, Trent
Gibson, Daye Ckrr,
coach, Darrell Ramsey
Jr. and Wiley Gogdell.
The A-Team defeated
Marshall County No.2,
13-3, in Monday night's
first-round game of the
Mayfield Invitational
Tournament. Khajavi
pitched the win and
Cogdell hit a triple.
Gresham was credited
with a double in the win
which saw the Murraya.ns score 10 runs in
the second inning.

Local Summer League Baseball, Softball
r

GIRLS SOFTBALL
Upper Division
Two out of three
games started Monday
were completed in girls
upper division softball
at the city-county park
complex. However, the
last game between the
Royals and Swifties was
called in the third inning
because of darkness.
The game is tentatively scheduled to resume
on Friday with the

Royals leading 9-8.
In Monday's first
game Misfits jumped on
Allison Photography,
18-7, with P.J. Chadwick
pitching the win and going 5-for-5 at the plate
with two doubles.
Connie Ross hit two
home runs and accounted for six RBI for
Misfits. Melissa Thurmond was 4-for-4 and
Pam Prescott added a

Sports, Briefly
Softball Tourney
A men's open softball
tournament will be held
Aug. 2-4 to help raise
funds for field improvements at the
American; Legion Park
at Arlingtbn, Ky.

Interested teams
ihould contact Clyde
Johnson, (502) 655-2321,
by July 30.
Entry fee is $65 per
team and two blue dot
softballs are required.

Triathlon Races
Fighting the "wOrst
hills for biking" and extremely hot _weather,
Murray's Adam Laming won his age group in
the Fort Louden
Quarter-Triathlon at
Lenoir City, Tenn.,
located near Knoxville.
Lanning's time was
2:53.03 for the 1.2 mile
swim, 40 mile bike ride
and 10K run on Sunday.
Lanning defeated six
other entrants in the

50-60 age division in a
field of 315 that began
the race.
Saturday Lanning
travels to Forrest City,
Ark., to compete in the
Mighty Mite, a .4 mile
swim, 13-mile bike ride
and 3-mile run.
Carl Mowery, another
Murray triathlete, competed in a triathlon in
Bath, Maine, on July 7
and completed the
quarter-tri in 2:42.51:

All-Star Hoop Game
PADUCAH — Four
Murray and Calloway
County basketball
players have accepted
invitations to play in the
Paducah Summer
Festival-Home Federal
Basketball Classic
which will be played July 26 at 7:30 p.m. at
• Paducah Community.
College.
The East vs West for.
mat will divide an
Lasembly of the best
senior basketball
players in the Jackson
Purchase Area.

Two former Murray
High players — Steve
Rutledge and Jay Wells
— and two from
Calloway County —
John Mark Potts and
Jamie Johnson — have
accepted invitations to
play.

double in the win. For and Jennifer Hamilton
Allison Photography, hit doubles.
Nora Garland hit a triLower Division
ple and a double and
Two home runs and a
Jennie Ragsdale hit two
triple by Tamara
doubles.
In the other Monday Johnson helped lift Gocontest, preps topped fers past Angels, 20-15,
Cokettes, 7-2. Julie in girls lower division
Bazzell hit two doubles, softball action at the
Cindy Spann went city-county park com3-for-3 and Leslie Blaus- plex Friday night.
Shelley Rudolph had
tein and Cathy Rains
each hit a triple for two homers and Becky
Prescott and Jennifer
Preps.
For Cokettes, Alesia McClain eath had one
Harris hit a home run for the Angels.
Titanics edged Slugand both Tracy Banks

gers, 8-7, in the second
Friday game. Luciana
Ray hit a home run for
the winners while Sluggers were led by three
girls with round-trip hits'
— Trisha Mathis,
Amanda Edwards and
Kellie Burkeen.
Jabberwalkies pounded Panthers, 21-10,
behind Colette Jones'
two homers and one
apiece by Amy Perrin
and Krista Stalls.
Shannon Williams led
the Panthers with a triple and a double..

Cain's AMC JEEP INC.
641 North

For health
Insurance ta
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
state Farm.
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Major League Baseball Standings
.

.

Maior League Baseball
,
- AMERICAN LEAGUE
.
East Division
W L
Toronto
53 35
New York ,
49 36
Detroit
48 3/
Baltimore
44 41
Botton
45 42
Milwaukee
37 47
tleveland
28 58
West Division
t'allfornia
52 35
Oakland
41
Kansas City
44 42
r'hicago
42 42
Seattle
42 45
Minnesota,
40 45
Texas
32 56

.46

Sunday's Games
Detroit 8 Minnesota 0
Kansas City 9, Cleveland 5
., New York 7. Texas I
Chicago 5. Baltimore 3
California 5, Toronto 3
.
Oakland 11. Milwaukee 2
.
Boston 6, Seattle 2
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
All-Star Game at Minneapolis. In ,
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
New York at Minnesota
Cleveland at Chicago
Texas at Detroit. I n1 •
Oakland at Toronto. I ni

Pd.
602
576
565
518
517
440
3241
598
529
512
500
483
471
364

Kansas City at Baltimore, I nl
California at Boston I ni
Seattle at Milwaukee. in I
v
GB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
2%
'
-W I.
Pd.
3%
St Louis
52 33
612
74-- New York
50 36
581
7%
Montreal
49 39
557
14
. Chicago
45 41
523
24
Philadelphia
37 49
430
Pittsburgh
29 56
341
West Dimon
6
Los Angeles
'
48 37
566
7%
San Diego
49 39
667
8%
Cincirinati
44 41
518
10
Houston
43 45
489
II
Atlanta
39 47
453
20%
San Francisco
33 55
375
Sunday's Games
San Francisco 7. Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 12 Philadelphia 3
'
C1ncinnatr6 Montreal 1, lu innings
St Louts 2 San Diego 1
,
Chicago 10 Los- Angeles 4
New York 1 Houston 0
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
All Star Game at Minneapolis , n 1
.
•
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thur,lay's Games
Chicago at San Fradcisco
Pittsburgh at San Diego
Houston at Montreal. Ini
Atlanta at New York_ In
Philadelphia at Cinctrouitl. in i
St Louis at Los Angeles. Orli

Sports Transactions

ie
Larry .Krouse Insurance

524

Main

759-9888

Swain
Valvoline
With This Special

78-Pont Ca •lina

Pet Pt

$2525

4Dr,Auto.PS,PB,
AC, AM FM. Sharp Car. Brown

$ 3644

2 DR , Auto., P S., P.B.,
A C, AM , FM, Sharp Car. Silver

• $ 3260

76-Pont. Catalina
4 Dr , auto .PS PS
AC, AM Radio
Sharp Car, Black

$3260

76-Chev. Caprice
4 Dr Auto PS.PB.
Tilt Wheel uC, Cruise Control
AM FM, White, Sharp Car

3644

73 Olds. 98

Shari) Car

21°6
2875

Beige

Yellow

71 V.W.
4 Speed. Sharp

tvao

lieiLiee

Reg. 89,

One 12-1 qt. Case of Valvoline Motor Oil
Buyer's Check- from Valvoline'
Your Cost After
Buyer's Check' Mail-In Refund
•

VALVOLINE'

1068
_240
Now
Only

828
'2 0/ Case

Limit One Buyer's Check Per Family or
Street Address
B.VP. Check

a 'IlItle,11.11 5 1101481%6 17.1 Inc

SifirlboiofProtection

4 Dr ,Auto .P.S . P B
P W.. P S , Tilt Wheel AM FM
Sharp Car

4111111ller's
Check Refund
Receive a Buyer's

Check' Mail-In Refund When You Purchase
Any12-10t. Case of Quality Valvoline Motor Oil.

77-T-Bird

Car,

Blue

75
$28

Plus Tax and License

-5

%
4
6%
9%
16%

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boyd. Boston. 97. Witt, California
Louis 21. Madlock PIttaburgn,
BATTING .1210 at bats i - Brett. 06.
21, Parker. CIncinruktl, 21.
Kansas City. . 368. Henderson. New
SAVES - Hernandez. Detroit,
HOME RUNS - Murphy..Atian.
York. .357; Boggs, Boston. .342;
19. -Howell. Oakland, it, James,
La. 23, Guerrero, Los Angeles. 21,
Lacy. Baltimore. 325.' Cooper, Chicago, 17,
Moore. California, 17.
Clark. St. Louis, 17. Parker, anMilwaukee, .313.
Quisenberry. Kansas City. 17
cinnati, 16, Horner, Atlanta, 15.
RUNS - Henderson, New York,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
STOLEN BASES - Coleman,St
77
Ripken, Baltimore. 66,
BATTING i 210 at batsi Louis. 64. McGee. St 1-Mtlill. 36.
Whitaker, Detroit, 62: Molitor,
McGee. St Louis. .340. Herr: St
I_Aiipes, Chicago. 33, Redus, CinclinMilwaukee, 59. Davis. Oakland.
Louis. 334 , Guerrero
nail 31. Samuel. Philadelphia, 30
Los
WI
Angeles. 312; Parker. Cincinnati.
PITCHING i 8 decisions i RBI - Mattingly. New York. 69.
304, Gwynn, San Diego. 302
Hawkins. San Diego. :11-2. .846.
Gibson, Detroit, 62, Baylor. New
RUNS -. Murlihy. Atlanta. 65,
3 35. Darling. New York. 9-2, .818,
York,. 60; Ripken. Baltimore. 60, Coleman.
St. Louis 64: Raines.
252. Cobden. New York.-15-3. .813.
Murray. Baltimore, 58. Bell.
Montreal. 60. Sandberg. Chicago,
1 88, Reuschel. Pittsburgh, 8.2
Toronto8.
60. Querre
, ro. Los Angeles. 56
800. 233, Andujar, St Louis t&-4,.
Hrrs
Boggs. Boston, 117.
RBI - Murphy. Atlanta. 69, ' 789. 2.37
Bradley.. eattle. 107, Wilson. KanHerr, St. Louts, 68, Clark. St.
-STRIKEOUTS - Goode,n. New
sas City. 10/. Butler. Cleveland. Louis,
63, Parker CincInnatitt 62.
York. 153, Ryan. Houston, 130,
106. Garcia, Toronto:'101. MattingWilson. Philadelphia. 61
Valenzuela. Los Angeles, 121.
ly, New York, 104.
HITS - Herr. St Louts, Mk,
Soto. Cincinnati. 120. DeLeon. Pitt DOUBLES - Mattingly. New
MCCr@e, St Louis, 104, Gwynn, Sari
sburgh
114
York, 27; Gaetti. Minnesota. 23.
Diego. 103; Parker, Cincinnati.
SAVES - Reardon. Montreal.
Boggs. - Boston. 22. Cooper.
102; Ramirez. Atlanta. 96. ,
22. Smith. Chicago. 19. Goaaage,
Milwaukee, 22; Buckner. Boston...
DOUBLES - Herr, St. Louis, 23,
San Diego, 18. Power, Cincinnati,
21. Walker, Chicago. 21, Moseby. Wallach,
Montreal. 23, Clark. St
16. Sutter. Atlanta. 15
Toronto; 21.
HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago,
23; Kingman. Oakland. 21;
Brunansky. Minnesota. 19. Evans,
Detroit. 18; Bell. Toronto, 18;
son, Detroit. 18. Presley. Seattle, ''
.
18
.•
.
STOLEN BASES - Henderson.
Monday's Sports Transactions
New York, 41: Pettis, California.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS - Sign By The Associated Press
30: Butler, Cleveland, 27; Collins.
ed Bruce King. running back. and
Oakland. 25. Garcia. Toronto, 23.
BASEBALL
Ira Hillary. wide reclever
Moseby. Toronto, 23. Wilson, Kan-LOS ANGELES DODGERS MIAMI DOLPHINS - Signed
sas City. 23.
Assigned the contract of German
Jeff Dellenbach, tackle, Ron
PITCHING i 8 decisions i Rivera. third baseman. to the
Davenport. running back. Dan
Guidry. New York, 12.3. .800. 2.58;
Houston Astros _Announced that _ Sharp. tight end. and
Ray Noble
Howell. Oakland, 8-3. 727. 2 Oil.
Steve Howe. pitcher, cleared
defensive back
waivers and has been given his unRomanick. California, 10-4_ 714,
PITTSBURGH STEELERS
conditional release
3 06. Saberhagen. Kansas City.
Signed Oliver White, tight end
FOOTBALL
10-4, 714. 278, Terrell, Detroit
Terry Matichak. safety
National Football League
10.4..714, 3.69.
ST LOUIS CARDINALS - Sign•
CINCINNATI BENG.ALS - Sign •
STRIKEOUTS - Blylever.
ed Lonnie Young. tdeferunve back
ed Joe Walter. offensive tackle. and
Cleveland . Ill. Morris, Detroit
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS - Signed
(hive Strobel, linebacker
109
Bannister. ChIcago. 101
Phil Neri. scout

2 Door, 4 Sp.,AM FM Cassette
Sharp Car, Gold

GB
2%
4%
7%
15%
23

Major League Baseball Leaders

We Finance—No Interest
Check These Low Prices With
Small Down Payment.
A
SO‘
'

r nip

..... ••••.

No Credit Check

78-LeCar
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Ir
.. idle far

Murray, Ky

73-V.W. Auto
The coaches of the
contest will be Berny
Miller of Paducah
Tilghman and Larry
Hopper of Lone Oak.
Admission will be
$1.50 for adults and $.50
for children under 12.

1.1" 16, HAS

SCOREBOARD

the 1,449,648 fans,' an
average of 32,436 per
game, who have attended Cards home contests
so far.

"This team has
played better over
longer periods of time,"
said All-Star. second
baseman Tom Herr in
comparing St. Louis to
In respect to New'
the 1982 version of the
York, the schedule for
Cards that won the
St. Louis the remainder
World Series. "That's
of the year — barring a'
not to say we're going to
players strike — stands
win. I think the division
as almost a direct
is tougher than it was in
opposite.
'82."
The Mets' next 14
Outfielder Tito Langames, for instance, are
drum, when asked if St.
at home. New York
Louis is intent paroverall will play 43 of its
But generally ticularly to disprov
e the
remaining 76 games at overlooked, at least unexperts who before the
Shea Stadium. Mean- til of late, has been the
season picked the club
while, with 77 contests emergence of Cards pit- to
finish near last in the
to go, the Cards will be chers. Featuring 23 NL
East, said he didn't
at _Busch Stadium for complete games com- (think
so.
only 36.
pared to 19 for all of last
"We're not showing
Nonetheless, in com- year, St. Louis' staff has
them," Landrum said.
paring the two clubs, a sparkling earned-run
"We're showing
San Diego catcher average of 3.114.
ourselves that we're not
Terry Kennedy said he
Solid hitting has also a third or fourth-p
lace
leans toward St. Louis. been part of the lure for
team."

Tt ESDAY,

Available At: -

Good thru July 28

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

TwisValae

Phone
753-2571
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DR.GOTT

•

--

Lpse weight via
balanced diet

•••

B. Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I have heard
that going on an all-protein diet for a
couple of 'weeks will cause a large
weight loss, which may serve as a
good incentive to continue on a more
nutritiou diet. How healthy is it to be
on an all-protein diet for two weeks"
DEAR READER - I don't encourage anyone to go on an all-anything
diet for two weeks. Protein is essential, but so are other nutrients. Without any fats or carbohydrates in your
food. you'll lose weight, all right -

Ti EsD

.1r1.1 Ia. 1945

about half of it fat and the rest
muscle. You heard me correctly • You
will burn about equal amounts of fat
and protein during a pure protein diet
or a fast.
A more appropriate approach
would be to keep your protein intake
high. and, at the same time, to eat
some complex carbohydrates - like
grains - to prevent muscle wasting
The carbohydrate you can cut out is
the "simple" type
in particular.
sugar. That's hard, though, since sugar seems to be in everything these
days. Even table salt has sugar
(dextrose) added to keep it pouring
when it rains. Check labels and, to the
extent you can, avoid sugar Try to
maintain a diet that is balanced with
other foods.
DEAR DR GOTT - Several years
ago a diet doctor put me on dexedrine
to help curb my appetite and lose
weight. This really helped. Recently I
was considering trying that again, yet
I heard that it is now illegal for doctors to prescribe dexedrine Is this
tru.e' Will I be wasting my money by
going back to a clAit doctor, or do they
have something else that works as
well'
DEAR READER - Don't use

dexedrine; it's poison. No, I'm understating .the case. Dexedrine is one of
the most dangerous compounds available It will kill you. It should only be
used under close medical supervision
for a neurological disorder called
ASHLAND. Ky. (AP
narcolepsy and its related equivalents.
- An overheated conDon't go to a diet doctor who pres- nection of outdated
cribes drugs To begin with,%the.drugs aluminum wiring to a
are harmful. Second, what are you wall outlet was blamed
,going to do when the drugs run out? by a federal court jury
You can't keep using a medical
for causing the 1977
crutch indefinitely. Third, if you really can't lose weight on your own, go to Beverly Hills Supper
a dieting organization. They're cheap- Club fire that killed 165
er and safer than most diet doctors. people.
The jury, which MonWeight Watchers and the Diet Center
(Arne most readily to my mind, but day reversed the ruling
there may be equally effective in an earlier trial of the
groups. by other names, in your case, will hear
community,
arguments Thursday on
You really would be wasting money whether General Elecon diet medicine - and those drugs tric Co., the last defencould waste you.
dant in the case, should
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
1'0. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101. be held liable in the
Due to volume of mail, •individual nightclub disaster.
questions cannot be answered. Ques- Of an initial 14 defentions of general interest will be dants, makers of the
pre- 19 7 3 "old answered in fuffire columns.
INEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
technology" aluminum
wiring or devices such

Jury blames wiring in nightclub fire
as switches and outlets, despite reported
13 others negotiated out- hazards.
of-court settlements
If so, the question of
since the retrial began damages would be -adApril 30.
dressed in another
GE didn't make the phase of the trial. The
wiring but did produce suit did not specify an
devices used with it. The amount.
The jury deliberated
testimony hasn't addresSed whether a par- 85 minutes before ruling
licular manufacturer's that the aluminum products were used in wired outlet "was a
substantial factor causthe club.
ing the fire" that roared
For GE to be found through the club at
liable, the jury would Southgate in northern
have to uphold the plain- Kentucky, across the
tiffs claim that (;thio River from Cincinregardless of whose pro- nati, on the night of May
ducts were used, the 28, 1977,
companies shared
Stanley Chesley of
liability because they Cincinnati, plaintiffs'
allegedly "acted in con- attorney in the classcert" to keep the pro- action suit filed by
ducts on the market families of those killed

VISTA reaching out
PARENT NEEDS. As
parents, we are told that
children have needs that
must be met for them to
develop into fully functioning adults. Parents
have the same needs

and if these needs are
not met, they are at risk
of abusing or neglecting
their children.
These needs are:
1. Parents need help
to feel good about

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

themselves.
3. Parents need so2. Parents need to be meone they can trust
comforted when they and lean on.
are hurt, supported
4. Parents need sowhen they feel ,weak, meone who will put up
and liked for their with their crankiness
likable aualities.
and complaining.
5. Parents need someone who will not be
tricked into accepting
their sense of low worth.
6. Parents need soINVESTMENTS
meone who will be there
In times of crisis.
7. Parents need so-

Stock Market
+ 2.91
54N2
17% -1
/
4
22 -1
/
4
27% -1
/
4
343'4 +
2534 WIC
58% 4. 1/4
13% tine
427/8 4.1/8
10 +
35 -Vs
877/e +%

I.B.M.
Jerrico
Johnson 6: Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay ('osm.
JCPenney
Penwait
(baker Oats

meone who will not
criticize them even
when they ask for it, and
who twill not tell them
what to do or how to
manage their lives.
8. Parents need someone who will help
them understand their
children without making them feel stupid for
not having understood
In the first place.
9. Parents need someone who can make

them feel valuable and
not someone of less
value because they had
to ask for help.
10. Parents need someone who understands
how hard it is for them
to have dependents
when they have never
been allowed to be
dependent themselves.
If as a parent you feel
that these needs are not
being met or you know
of a parent who may be

128/
1
2 +1
21% +
481
/
4 -1
/
4
38% +3/8
1314 unc
49 +.1/8
WASHINGTON (AP
on Capitol Hill in four
39%
- The Tennessee Valley years.

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

-",-ERE ARE PROBA5L.1.

Humphrey: chairman
of the Environmst subcwamittee on ivggional
a/id community
development, began the
first in a series of hearings by calling the
power and development
agency "autocratic and
even dictatorial." .
Humphrey was particularly critical of the
system under which
TVA's three directors

FR
has
and
th
CE.
7r5
La]
salt
$25
ma
753FT51
and
All
and
79,
644-

Attorneys William
McCracken and Charles
Brown of Columbus,
representing GE, showed no reaction to the
verdict and later declined to comment,

• Yes. that ;s correct,
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TODAY 15 MONDAY CLEVERLY
DISGUISED AS TUESDAY
Pirate school

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

MY 5oRE TOE
IS BETTER

TOO-SE vOu
,
CAN s-roc
-6-4AT

1 Expense
5 Suitable
8 Snatch
12 Aroma
13 Ocean
14 Genus of frogs
15 Pleasing flavor
17 Sets a value on
19 Build
20 Choice part
21 Average
23 Wan
24 Chicken
26 Climbing species of pepper
28 Land measure
31 Teutonic deity
32 Large vehicle
33 Lindbergh's
book
1

2

3

34 Small lump
36 Prohibit
38 Stitch
39 Without end
41 Flabby
43 Rart of jacket •
45 Peels
48 Smoothed
50 Feel regret for
one's sins
51 Shade
52 Time gone by
54 Tardy
55 Advantage
56 Nod
57 Paradise

4

5

Ill
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8 Cross-examine
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oELLO, MR,WALKER.
OUT FOR YOUR NIGHTLY
WALK e 50'OUR DO6
CAN 4NIFF- I MEAN
RUN 2,

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SEPT
SWAP
EIR
AERO
TILE
STA
LOUD
LEGATES

DOWN
1 Center 2 River in
Germany
3 Deeply earnest

Id

busht
8:30
thrt
loc(
Frar

Dean said he did not
know the figure because
power managers had
not yet brought their
financial data to the
directors.

•lb

Richard M. Freeman,
another director, told
the subcommittee that
the 1985 Increase would
not exceed 9 percent.

1111111.

Country music pioneer dies
in a Lexington hospital
I

i-t- toge-th&-?

DONT TRACK
DIRT IN ON
MY CLEAN

needs listed above by
supporting each other
during weekly meetings
and contacting each
other during the week to
give support between
meetings. While the
parents are meeting the
children meet in their
own group, which is
designed to develop
social and age appropriate behavior as
well as cultural
experiences.

dictatorship, and I think.
the benevolence is
disappearing. ... It's
autonomous, autocratic
and even dictatorial."
Humphrey asked TVA
Chairman Charles H.
Dean Jr. to comment on
published reports that
this year's rate increase
would be between 6 percent and 9 percent.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP - Lily May Ledford. recently honored
by the National. Endowment for the Arts as a
pioneer of women's role
in country music, died
Sunday at a Lexington
hospital.
The folk singer, whose
married name was Lily
May Pennington, died at
age,68 at Good
Samaritan Hospital
after a lengthy illness.
Funeral arrangements at Wray
Funeral .Home in Berea
were incomplete . this
morning.
A Mount Vernon
music competition she
won at age 19 launched
her performing career
by landing a spot on the
National Barn Dance
radio .program broadcast.from Chicago. She

OF THEM..

T5 LOORLP u,h4Om I G,
RATNER MARR,4 THAN YOU:

LILA. BE
SURE THAT MUTT
HAS A CNAWE
TO SNIFF )OUR
PURSE

10'
Wh
Ea
Pal

He said later he was
"pleased as punch, proud as can be," but
wouldn't comment further because the trial is
not over.

at risk of abusing or
neglecting their
children, help is
available by contacting
Parents Anonymous at
762-2504, Monday
through Friday between
8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Parents Anonymous
is a sell-help non-profit
support group for
parents having parenting problems. The
group members help
each other meet the

set electricity rates for 7
million residents
without having to
worry, as. do most
utilities, about having
them rejected by a state
review agency.
' The senator, stating
that TVA. rates had
doubled since 1971, said
If he was a purchaser of
TVA power, he might
"think the initials stood
for Tennessee Vampire
Authority,... I've heard
it called a benevolent

TiREP

A ,t\;LLtON GIRLS IN

-.4EN SHE JUST
s-rx‘,RTED PACKING

[
PP:

TVA on Senate hot seat in oversight hearings

51%
Authority, the New
Sears
36% - -+% Deal-Depression era
Tessaco
35%
agency credited with br561
/
4
Time Inc.
inging cheap electricity
U.S. Tobacco
36% + 34to much of Appalachia,
Wal-Mart
501
/
4 +/
1
4 is on a Senate hot seat.
Wendy's
46/
1
2 unc
171
/
2 unc
The juice was turned
Goodrich
301A tine
C.E.F. Yield
7.08 on Monday by Sen.
GorGoodyear
28% -%
don Humphrey, R-N.H.,
as he opened what he
.paid was the first in. depth oversight scrutiny
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
the independent, sevenMEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
state agency has faced

AND
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by sandra clayton

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler.
Dollar lien. Store
Dupont
Durakon
:Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General, Motors
GenCorp. Inc.

and by 81 of those Injured, grinned and
rested his head on his
folded arms.
"This is the last time
that 165 victims of death
and 81 of injury can
come before their peers
and plead their case,"
Chesley had told the
jury.

9 More pungent
10'Dillseed
11 Foundation
16 Pierce
18 Actuai
22 At no time
23 Pertaining to
punishment
24 Cut
25 NOW
desideratum
27 Flap
29 Be in debt
30 Condensed
moisture
35 Rely on
36 Erase: printing
37 Mature
38 Scatter
•
40 Small openings,
42 Shade tree
43 Mother of
Apollo
44 EnthustsSfic
46 Heraldry:
grafted
'
47 British machine
gun
49 Bespatter
50 Quarrel
53 Proceed.

made her radio debut in
1938.
Miss Ledford and her,
sister, Rosie, along with
two other women, formed a group called the
Coon Creek Girls. Later
another sister, Minnie
Ledford, joined them
and the group became
popular enough to be invited to perform at the
White House during
Franklin Roosevelt's
term.
The band broke up in
1957, and Miss Ledford
was able to devote more
time to her children..
Son J.P. Pennington,
the lead singer and chief
lyricist for the country
rock group Exile, recalled last month that
"everybody played, and
there was hardly a time
there wasn't music in
the house when I was
growing up."
"Though we play entirely different styles of
music, my mother's enthusiasm for music rubbed off on me," he said
in ah interview.
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Jury search
continues
MADISON, Ind. (AP)
- Authorities were to
try again today to impanel a grand jury in the
case of a Kentucky couple whose 2-year-old son
died of hyperthermia
after being left unattended in a car.
"We unsuccessfully
tried to get a jury (Monday), but had to stop
because we didn't have
enough people," Jefferson County Prosecutor
Merritt K. Alcorn said
Monday evening.
Alcorn estimated it
would take a least two
days for the jurors to
hear the evidence
before they decide if
Lewis and Margaret
Ross of Radcliff, Ky.,
should be charged with
reckless homicide or
• neglect of a dependant.
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Lewis Ross is a soldier
'
4oud at Fort Knox,
Ky.
An autopsy has determined that the son,
whose name also is
Lewis, died of hyperthermia caused by extreme heat in the car.
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2

Notice

2.Notice

CINDI LIN
CERAMIC STUDIO

6. Help Wanted

GLASS repair arid replacement work. Auto
glass, plate glass, window glass, patio door
_glass, insulated glass,
storm windows. Screens
repaired, store fronts.
entrance doors, glass
table tops. Mirrors cut
to size and shape. M&G
Complete Glass Co..
Dixieland Center, Ph.
753-0180, 753-2798.

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send self'addressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
EXCELLENT income
for part time 'home
assembly work. For
info. call 502-641-8003
Ext. 8047.
EXPERIENCED
automobile frame
straightener, regular
hours, 50% commission,
Kan.sas Jack Equipment & shop provided in
Marshall County. 5545812 after 5p.m.
PART time to full time
shop worker for
wholesale wood shop.
Must have some wood
shop experience & ability to operate band saw.
leApply at 109 N. 12th St.
p.m.-5p.m. only.
RAWLEIGH Product
distributors needed.
Company almost 100
years old, Membership
$8 per year. Good
income. Discounts up
front. 901-644-9107.
WANTED: Babysitter
for 6 month old, in my
home, starting mid
August, 7:30 to 3:30,
Monday-Friday. Call
753-4003.

19. Farm
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Equipment

32. Apts lor Rent
1 & 2 BR apt near
downtown Murray
Adults only Call 753.
4109. 762-6650. or 4362844.
2 BR duplex, quiet
neighborhood, central
air & heat. $250 month.
Call 753.8096
EXTRA large 2 BR apt.,
close to campus, appliances furnished. $180
per month No pets
Available Aug. 3rd.
753-5980, 753-1203
1 or 2 BEDROOM. Also,
sleeping rooms. Zimmerman apartments, S.
16th, 753-6609_
LARGE I bedroom
Apartment, Stove, refrigerator. Air Con20. Sports Equipment
ditioner. private, One
3-WHEEL bicycle, block from Hospital.
Murray, used very Available August 1st.
little. $125. Call 901-247- $135 month. Call. 7591987.
5357.
LARGE extra nice, 2 BR
furnished apt. Also. 1 BR
apt. near University. Call
2 2 . Musical
753-9468 or 753-2967.
TAKING applications
PIANO LESSONS
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidiied apt. 1, 2 or 3
Experienced
piano
Apply Hilldale
teacher, new in Murray, BR.
Apts.. Hardin, Ky.
has openings for Equal Housing
students. Hermitage Opportunity.
1976 JOHN Deere 4.400
combine, 1074 hours,
excellent condition with
440 corn head & 213 bean
head, $14,500. John
Deere 3800 silage chop
per with 2 row corn
header & grass pick up
header, used for ap
proximately 250 acres
of corn, $42130.
NEW Holland 851 round
baler, serviced re
gularly, excellent condition. Call 489 2696
after 6p.m.
RED belly Ford, plow
disc, cultivators & bush
hog. Best offer. Call
753 9565.

38. Pets-Supplies

49. Used Cars

53. Services

Offered

53. Services Offered

•••

MINIATURE
Dachshund, red male. 9
months old, AKC registered, $350. Call 7535222

T978 VW convertible, APPLIANCE
REPAIR: NEED work on your
$3,400. Call 759-9432
Factiwy authorized for trees' Topping,
prun1979 CUTLASS Tappan. Kelvinat
or and ing, shaping, complete
Supreme. Lt blue, orig. Brown. Service on
gas removal and more. Call
owner, low mileage
and electric, ranges, ROVER'S
TREE
Sell $1400 below retail. microwaves,
dis- SERVICE for ProCall 759-4006. 753-4953.
. h washers, re- fessional
40.
tree care.
Produce
02 WHITE Strongpariel
1979 MALIBU Classic,
frigerators, etc. Earl 753-0338.
10'- $8.95. Mid -South
for dr., pb, ps, I. owner,.. Lovett, 354.6956 or 753- ODD job
specialist,
sale Call 759-1080
clean, good condition
Wholesale Building; 342
5341.
ceiling fans; electrical,
Call 489-2266.
East Washington;
Brothe
rs & plumbing, fencing You
43. Real Estate
Paha; 901-642-2552.
1980 OLDS Delta 8EI Sons. Siding, gutters.
name it. I do it. You
lieitt Hinton's
roofs, replaceme..at buy, I install
'K of Mul-ray & Fm Royale, air, ps, rfb
You
Jim Suiter &
FRAMERS GALLERY
windows. 30 yrs. ex- break, I fix.
H.A. repossessed pro- Phone 759-9336.
Call 436has only one location
perien
1980
perties.
ce.
PONTI
Other
AC
Free
845-nes- 2868.
listings.
Jerry Henry will
and this location is in
Murray -Calloway Co. neville, excellent con- timates. (502)362-4895.
PAINTING =Paper
the DIXIELAND
dition,
be
Realty.
4-door,
in
304
DAVE'S
our
cruise,
N. 12th St.
Window Clean- hanging, commerical or
CENTER.
753-8146 or Ron Talent light grey, tilt, new ing Service. Call 436-2845 residen
tial. Free esshowroom
COSMETOLOGY b-y
brakes & tires. Call or 753-9873.
753-9894.
timates, References 25
LaDora. a new hair
after
5p.m.
CHOICE
753-8382
from 6:30-8:00
.
. 35 Acres lake
DENNIS McClure con- years experience.
salon. Cuts $5. perms
front property on main 1980 TOYOTA Celica struction, roofing, Tremon Farris
759-1987
Mon., Tues.,
$25, shampoo/set $5.
body of lake. Over 600 GT Coupe, 48,000 miles, painting, plumbing. Inmanicure &3 . 50 .
feet
of water frontage, air, tilt, am-fm, cass- terior or exterior
Thurs., Fri.
Wedding
753-0658. Closed Wed.
long black top road ette, new tires. Priced Phone 502-382-2689. Rt.
Photography
PURD
OM
roll all your taxidermy
to sell at wholesale book 1, Sedalia.
access (Ky. 1918
7.53 8298
and leather needs see
Southeast of Murray value. Call 753-8378
MOTORS, INC.
near Pine Bluff. Suita- after 5p.m.
All Seasons Taxidermy
CARTER STUDIO
Okle-Pont -Cad -Buick
ble for resort. motel or 1981 GRAND Prix, all
and Leathercraft, Hwy.
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
super home sites. the extras, low mileage.
79, Paris Landing. 9011 North 3rd Entrance
Priced under $2000 per Phone 492-8211.
644-9310.
5. Lost and Found
acre. Terms available 1982 FORD Escort,
ROOFING. Plumbing.
red,
*Boxing
Ken Shores Estates 47,000 miles, am
Siding. Additions,
LARGE black Pitbull
-fm
NO CREDIT
*Farm
ing
753-7531.
Painting. General Carcassette stereo, excetdog, lost in Kirksey
CHECK!
pentry. P.A. Molony - Co
kOP
.
PERUD Realty lent condition., $3,295.
*Barn Posts
area. Reward for any
LIMITED OFFER
753 - 8628 . Free
offers and excellent Call 753-7275.
MC VISA
information leading to
*Fenc
e
Estimates. :•
selection
Reclaim a MasterCard or Visa
quality 1982 Z28. black & gold,
his return. Answers to
Posts
credit card regardless of your
homes with over 200 gold velour interio
GENERAL maintenthe name "Bo". Call
r.
past credit history or present
properties currently of- excellent condition. Call
ance. roofing, painting
*Treated Lumber
Place. 753-2532
489-2842.
33. Rooms for Rent
marital statue
fered for sale. For all 753-4487.
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
LOST acquamarine and
*Meta
l
INo Sayings
Roofin
g
ROOMS for girls or your Real Estate needs
Free estirnates. Call
diamond ring. Reward.
1983 Z-28 CAMARO.
Account Reguired..)
*Farm Hardware
boys near university. phone 753-1222, or visit
474-2330.
24. Miscellaneous
Lost in Bel Air Center.
charcoal gray, cross
. GUARANTEED!
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
our()Wee at 711 Main.
SPEEDWAY Truck
Friday. Call 498-8324 or
fire injection, T-top, tilt
For application call
Wash, Highway 641
753-6926
&
.
cruise,
37,000
miles,
34.
46.
9.
Houses
Situation Wanted
CREDIT
for Rent
Homes for Sale
North. Call to find out
$10,000,
LOST
1
black
owner.
kitten,
7534
1-800-637-6680
WHIRLPOOL
3 BDRM. house. Hwy. 4 BR. 3 bath, formal 4921.
WILL babysit in my
our summer specials.
white paws 8r white
(toll free)
80. Brewers. 15 mt. from
dining room & living
We also stock Delco
Air Conditioners
whiskers, in home evenings for
Murray. 6 acres, large room, family room with '74 MAVERICK, 6
children 3 yrs. old &
Batteries, starters and
5,000 B.T.U.
GYMNASIUM size GateAborofigh area. older.
cylind
er;
automa
tic
detache
d garage, ac. gas fireplace, 1608
alternators. Business
References. 753building to be removed. Call 753-5946.
$4.00 Per Week
heat. $250 per month Sycamore. Call transmission, good en1996 or evenings 753phone 753-8521. home
Industrial Drive
Make. offer. Call 1-333- 6. Help
gine
&
transmi
ssion,
plus
$250 deposit.' 753-6648.
9539.
759-1151.
Wanted
10,000 B.T.U.
Murray, KY.
4822.
Available Aug. 5th. Call BY owner, 3 BR brick, 2 $350. Call 436-2113.
STUMP REMOVAL
Phone 759-1099
$6.50 Per Week' 527-7030 days;
MURRAY Tailor Shop
or ,office. Have excelbaths, den, living room, '78 BUICK Park
527-7961
SERVICE. .Tired of
SALESMAN
is not going out of
18,00
0
Avenue,
B.T.U.
or 527-1720 after 6p.m.
85,000 mi.,' all
dining room combinalent references. Call
unsightly stumps and
business. They are open
power,
nice, asking FENCE sales at Sears mowing around them'
WANTED
3 BR brick, AB Lassiter tion, double garage,
after 6p.m. 759-1762.
$8.25 Per Week
8:30 to 4:30 Monday
Rd.. $300 month. Shown central heat and air. $3800. Call after 6p.m. now. Call Sears 753-2310 We can, emove any
WILL o house cleanExperience not re25,000 B.T.U.
thru Saturday and
753-7275.
.for free estimate .for stump and leave a fresh
by appointment. Call Price $67,500. 753-7456.
ing. experienced, dequired but helpful.
located under th-e
$10.7
5 Per Week
247-0013.
seed bed with no damBY owner, House and 67 GOV'T surplus cars & your needs.
pendable. references.
Gas expenses paid
Frame Village.
LARGE 4 BR. 3 bath. acres or house and 10 trucks under $100. Now GENERAL HOME age to surrounding
With Approved
Call 753-6043.
during training,'200
3200 sq. ft., newer acres, stock barn, available in your area. REPAIR. 15 years ex- lawn. Larry Wood 753WILL sit wi-th the
Credit)
a week paid during
house, close- to town. tobacco barn: tobacco Call 1-619.565-1522. 24 perience. Carpentry, 0211.
1974
elderly or sick, some
Lincoln
concrete, plumbing, SUMMER is here
Call 753-6035.
Rudolph
base. 3 BR house. Call hrs.
training. ^Group inhousework. For more
Mark IV. Good
roofing, siding. NO JOB Bring your mowers
345-2623.
Information call
surance. Bonuses
Goodyear
37. Livestock-Supplies
TO SMALL. Free esriding & push). tillers.j
condition, rebuilt
3Move.7534590. Good
Price 50. Used Trucks
paid, 2 weeks paid
timates. Days 753-6973, chain saws. small ply"
. 721 S. 12th
references. •
1-4 YEAR old, 1-5 year Reduced HOUSE and 1943 TRA‘ELAL
engine. $2,200.
L nights 474.2276.
vacation. Call collect
gines and welding to
old quarter horses for two lots. 3 BR, dining made by Internat
753-0595
ional •
10. Business Opportunity
between 8 am-12
RING by Sears. Moody's Repair for
753-8500
sale, plus 2 Texas room, kitchen, living Harvester, good
condi- Sears continuous gut- their tune up and
pm 247-903.
oversaddles with blankets room and utility room. 2 tion for age. All
FOR sale Home and Buspower, ters installed for your haul. Cherry Corner
and. bridles $700. Also, storage buildings, car- air. Moving must
iness. Grocery store with
sell.
specif
Road,
icatio
753-5665. Free
ns. Call
1-16 ft. metal Arkansas port, grape vines and Call 753-9380.
3 bedroom home, good
Sears 753-2310 for free pickup 8z delivery. Work
NEED a job? 7 condition,
well insulated, 02- 12"x16' MASON/Tr traveler Johnboat with betries vines. Price 1978 JINNY Blazer,
estimate
Guarant
openings. You may reasonably
.
eed.
priced. excel- siding- $4.25 ea. Mid. factory trailer and 25 $22,000. Phone 492-8492.
excellent condition. Call HAMIL
qualify if: 1) you are lent location
TON Cultured TREES trimmed or
. Owner is South Wholesale H.P. Johnson outboard. LETS make a deal. 3 492-8887.
between 16 & 21 yrs. old. retiring.
Marble & Tile, 643 Old removed. Also, yard
Don't let this Building; 342 East Fronted controls with- BDRM house near Un- '79 FORD custom
pick- Benton Rd., 753-9400. work. Experienced....2) you have dropped out opportunity
escape you. Washington; Paris; 901- seats installed plus, life iversity. 43,000. Owner up. new rebuilt 6
cyl.,
of school for 9 months or Call 1-382-247
Open by appointment. 1 Free estimates. Call /
preservers. 489-2888 or financing. 753-3006
642-2552.
9.
excellent gas mileage, set of yellow marble
more 3) you don't have
eVenings.
top 436-2690.
•'
02SHINGLES- $17.95 sq.; 753-1682. ,
automat
ic,
ps,
pb,
a high school diploma or
am- panels, 2 bone colored TREE work,
7/8" roofing nails- LARGE- round bales, NEWLY ,decorated S fm stereo, air. 759-4018
14.
Want
to
Buy
.
GED. Call JTPA out of
vanity tops to fit 48" removal, toppi
mixed hay with Timo- bedroom, large lot. 1304
tri$11.00 . box. Mid-South
974 FORn' window van, vanity at a reduced mming & s mps
school 9a.m.-1.30p.m. WANT to buy tobacco
reWholesale Building: 342 thy. Fescue & Clover. Sycamore. Priced'in 6 cyc.
Nicky &
stick shift. Call price. Custom work. mewed. InSured. 'Call ,
weekdays 753-9378.
sticks. Call 492-8790.
low 20's. Call 759-1894.
East Washington; Call 489-2696. after 6p.m.
759-9512
or 753-0366.
ORGANIST needed for WANT to buy a tent
Free estimates.
753-0211.
TENNESSEE Valley Quiet elegance... Two
that Paris; 901-642-2552.
both 8a.m. & lla.m. will sleep more
INSULATION blown in
than 3 ANTIQUE Chair, early Swine Breeders Assn. story solid brick has 5 1 . Campers
Jeremy
Sunday Church Ser- people. Call 489-2699
by Sears. TVA apdignity of yesteryear
.
1900's. good condition, 13th Annual Show
vices. To apply call
with convenience of 1974 COACHMAN proved_ Save on those
$95.
Monday
Safe
Conte
July
mpora
22,
ry
,
753 - 3876 from
Camper, self-contained, high heating and cool15. Articles for Sale
couch, makes bed. 9a.m. sale at 7p.m. Will today. Three spacious
8a.m.•12p.m.
sleeps 6 with air & ing bills. Call Sears
10 CU. ft. upright superior condition, $125. be selling Bred Gilts, bedrooms, plus study.
awning. Excellent con- 753-2310 for free
freezer $100. oak spindle Call 753-1817.
Open Gilts, Boars at DT Spacious landscaped lot dition.
estimate.
Call 753-0443.
back rocker $35, flat top HEAVY duty equip- Martin Livestock Ex- with towering trees.
ATTENTION: WOMEN AND MEN
Free Estimates
You
have
found
trunk
your
$40.
position
Call
ment
753-8960
Center,
Martin,
hual
.
trailer.
52. Boats -Motors
SALES CONSULTANTS - TRAVEL
Call
home
Alum
locate
inum
759-1983
d
near
9'x7'
TN.
436-5330
Will
SECTIO
be
selling
after
NAL gar6p.m. or
6
Olan Mills Portrait Studios needs 4
sales-oriented
library and hospital. 16 FT. Runabout Johnbreeds.
age doors- $184.50. Mid- weekends.
trainees for sales consultants. $200.0
Servi
ce
Co.
Dial 753-1492 CEN- s o n boat, in0 base pay +
WET BASEMENT? We
South Wholesale RAILROAD ties, 3
comission, car allowance, motel expense
Aluminum and vinyl
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, boa,rd/outboard 155
make wet basements
s and corp.
Building..- 342 East grades. $7. $9 & $12. Call 38. Pets-Supplies
benefits also $100.00 extra expense
hp., extra heavy duty
siding. Custom trim
Realtors.
dry. Work completely
s per week durWashington; Paris; 901- 753-2905 or 435-4343.
1.11EE
kittens,
6
&
0
ing training.
work. References.
TWO bedroom, bath & trailer. Call 759-9252
guaranteed. Call or
642-2552. SEARS custom central weeks old, to a good
1. Must travel Part of tri-state
1/2 2 miles from after 5p.m.
Call Will Ed Salley.
write Morgan Con
NJOY the summer air conditioner. 21/2 home. Call 759-1667.
area (home
Murray with acreage. 16 SEA Shark ski boat,
struction Co Rt 2, Box
weekends only).
753-0609
evenings under a white ton (29.000 BTU p $250. 2- FREE kittens,
weeks Extra nice. 753-3917 inboar.d/outboard
409A, Paducah, Ky
2. Perfer over 21 (responsiblel/CAREER
aluminum patio cover, 14 inch 10 ft. New Flex old, white, blue
MINDED.
eyes, after 5p.m.
Chevy. II engine, new JOINER'S complete 42001 or call 1 442 7026
3. High school graduate minimum
size
8'x15',
good
Duct
condiservice
$20.
759-9896
tree
yrs.
.
.
32
house
broken. Call 753-.
with 4 years,
trailer, excellent
a es oroug
tion, - $125. Sit in rattan SEASONED firewoo
full time working (sales) experie
experience. Also, WILL haul white rock,
d - 0749.
nce or college
home- extraordinary mechanical condition. stumps mechan
chairs, $15 each. Two oak, hickory, mixed
degree.
ically sand, lime, rip rap and
FREE. part .Brittany home in -a
$1950.
Call
753-1205
.
distinctive
black wrought-iron hardwoods 530/ri
removed 10" below masonary sand, coal,
4. Aggressive/HIGHLY MOTIVATED.
ck Spaniel bird dog pup- area. Four
1974
GLAST
RON 17 ft., surface. Call 753-0366
bedrooms, 3
posts and railing for delivered. Min. order
dirt, gravel, fill sand
.
Retail, jewelry, cosmetic, telepho
pies, 8 weeks old, to a baths, 2 decks,
ne sales, or
central 115 hp Mercury, closed LAWN mower & tiller Call Roger Hudson.
steps. $15. Call 759-4407.
ricks. Call John Bove
good home. Call 435-4578 gas heat
marketing, teaching, communications
bow,
deep
V-hull, extra
plus woodbackground
FREEZER 26 ft. chest. 753-0338.
repair. Call Wayne or 7.5314545 or 753 6763
after 5p.m.
helpful.
stove, large walk -In nice, $2850. Call 759-4063
Jo's Palace 753-8202. °
Kim Wilson, 3 miles S.
For personal interview, call John
between
closet and citessing area
8a.m.-5p.m.
C. Hall's office
41. -Public Sales
General Electric, har- 27. Mobile Homes for Sal
on 121. Phone 753-5086.
TOLL FREE at 1-800-543-5940 or
off master bedroom. 1978 GLASTRON GTPainting
vest gold refrigerator. 4 10841, 2 BR, $500.
1-800-543-5927.
GIANT
yard
sale.
Bus- Phone Kopp rud 150. 15 ft. Sport ski boat, LICENSED Electrician
Monday through Thursday, between
Interior & exterior.
years
old, excellent efficient gas heat & iness books, clothes
8:00 a.m. and
reside
ntial
for
and
, Realty, 753-1222.
2-tone silver, full in7:15 p.m. ONLY! Please call before
quality work. Comcondition. Must sell. stove furnished. Call shoes,
Wednesday. July
beds, chests.
struments, 1983 Mari- commercial. Heating
17th.
petitive prices Insured.
$140 or best offer. 436-5699 ask for Clara.
conditio
and
air
n,
gas
dressers, bedroom 47. Motorcycles
ner 80 hp. power -trim,
753-3069.
Over 16 years exinstalla
E.O.E M/F
tion
repair.
and
12x65 MOBILE home. suites, couches, chairs, 1985
HONDA 3-wheeler stainless prop, full
PRE-finished varilties Fox Meadows. Call refrigerator, ranges
perience Call Ralph
Phone 753-7203.
, 125, brand new, $950. cover & trailer. Very
with marble top- $84.95 753-1888.
MITCHELL Paving.
Worley 759-1050
dryers, suntan oil & Call 753-1376 after
good condition, $3,475.
5p.m.
and up. Mid -South
Sealing striping, repair
1972 12x65 MASTER - lotion at $1.00 & $1.25 400
YAMAHA. 175 Call 753-7400.
Wholesale Building; 342 CRAFT, 2 BR.
& complete asphalt
2 com- bottle. antiques. Some- Honda. Call 759-9739.
1982
S
CHAPP
ARAL
56 Free Column
172,
East Washington; plete baths, gas
ft
Installation. All jobs,
furnace thing for everyone.
17) ft., 120 hp. I.O., like
Paris; 901-642-2552.
FREE
Kittens, 6 weeks
large
small
Call
&
itz; range. Call days Trash 8r Treasure, 806 49. Used Cars
new, many extras.
old Call 753-1820
753-1537.
756-8574, night 753-8273 Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
Sacrifi
ce.
Must
16. Home Furnishings
sell.
1969 ‘OLKSVIAGON
ask for Toy.
Bug.. good condition. Call 489-2482.
ANTIQUE Iron & brass
1974
FIFTH
Aterfue
)..8
FT.
Irwin sailboat,
co2.
-r
Call 436-5330 after 6p.m.
double bed. Also, new
14x70, remodeled, $5000.
well equipped, excellent
or weekends.
Q'T 5/1.15.0-r
table & 4 chairs. Call
Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
Env &TEL
conditio
n, located Ky.
1970 GALAXY V.10,- good
436-2839 after 5p.m.
P.baT OME ESrIXTIE
1975 3 BR. doubIewide.
condition, rues great. Lake. Call 502-886-0034.
LAZY Boy recliner good condition. Call
cliSTONI KITCHEN CABINETS
Can be seen at 4081 N. 28' SYLVAN pontoon
rocker $85. Simmons 474-8878 for more
boat complete with
S. COS TOM WOODWORKING
18
8th,
Murray,
Ky.
hide-a-bed couch $85, information.
furnit
ure
&
tandem
•
1974
C111.,A
SS 2 dr..
West of Colchrome dinette table- 6
/
PAS"
1975 BELLE Meade.
--stay Mb c. hltrc_
hard top, excellent trailer, 40 hp. motor.
chairs- $70. Call
24x52. 3 BR. appliances
dwater on 121.
soLio WOOD CABINETS II 0
•
'.
condition. 1803 College Excellent condition.
753-8361
furnished. Call 489-2280.
Firm $6,000. 474-8084.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
Farm Rd. 753-3704.
Quilt tops, pillows.
Beal • Oak • Walnut • Cborry
1979 14860, 2 BR, parSAILBOAT, 11ft. Snark
1976
BUICK
SkylEik
,
qUNCAS
Avon
ES
MANTLE
•
S • BOOKCASES•
bottles, V-6, 2 dr,
tially furnished. Excel73,000 miles. "Mayflower". complete
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
lent condition. $6200
clothes, saddles.
Store Fixtures & Miscellaneous
ac, stereo. Best offer. with trailer and ac- $ CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE a FURNITURE REFINISHING
753-1362 or after 5p.m.
cessories. Holds up to 3
COMPSTITIVE MMUS Oren By .11. Sawa Our Display
489-2312 after 4p.m.
753-0918.
or -4 adults. Call •
•
1976
MONT
E
Carlo,
• 1212
at Intersection IR 811 In
753-9752.
MUST sell- 12'570'. 3 br
Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
good, mechanical conShultz
trailer.
SAILBO
Washer
AT Catalina 22
Aurora, KY
&
•
•
••kii•• 00••0••9•90
dition. Call 759-9596.
Fixtures:
dryer, partially furwith extras. $6300. Call
•
•
Miscellaneous:
1977 *CUTLASS Supreme
•
nished.
362-4007
central
.
heat (2) 8' Check out counters
Oldsmobile, V-6, air,
43) Rooms Carpet & Pad
air. Located 3 mi. east
(3) 6' x 3 tier Glass Island Displays
power brakes & power 53. Service
Sunburst Wickef Chair
iflf
tRY ATKIlyk& ASSOC.
.
s Offered
of
Murray
off Ky-. 94
(2) Lazier 8' Island Displays
steering. tilt & cruise
(1) Hide-A-Bed
$5.500 or best offer Call
ALL
type
Lozier 4' 3 Tier Display
mason
350 transmission. Real
ry
(1) sofa
759-4467
work, block, brick.
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
(I) 4' Card Rack
oed ccndition. 492-8613.
1317 Kirkwood
Kirby
SECLUDED. 5 plus
Vacuum
concret
e,
drivew
& Circle A Fencing)
ays,
(1) 4' Magazine Rack
on
blac
acres. 1982 12x56 BucAir Compressor
Wed. July 17
sidewalks, patios, house
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
C
lass
Calais,
(I) 6 Shelve Display Rack
excelcaneer with central air
Walking Exerciser
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
mechanical condi- foundations. 25 years
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
6' Serving Counter
(4) Plastic Barrel Chairs__ & fireplace. 12x24 block
tion.
mpg.. all power, experience. Free es
22
Soffit & Trim Work.
5 -Work-Bench
Play
pen, stroller,
building, woods gr pond.
timates
.
(4) Folding Chairs
Call
Charles
reclining bucket seats,
Seamless Aluminom Guttering
48 Foot of Wall Display. Shelter'. & Lighting
reduced. 474-2715 after
changi
ng
table,
Barnett
753-5476
.
10 Gal Hudsonsharp car. Must see.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Ila.m
clothes all sizes, lzod
• Orchard Sprayer
$2,950 firm
Call APPLIANCE
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
TRAILER for sale
(31/1) Sheets Walnut Paneling
SERA/I
CE. Kenmore.
shirts, toys, many
435-4126.
BI•Fold Closet Door Set
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
12x60, see Brandon Dills
TEC-MAI.20 Cash Register
Westinghouse,
1978
,VOLK
Battery Charger
SWAGO
misc.
N
items!
Priced
TraileriCourt. 753-9104.
FENCING
Micro-ftsch NM190
Scirroco, great condi- 1,Vhirlpool. 23 years
Black & Decker Weed Eater
to sell.
Chain -Link•Split Raa•Farm•Privacy
experience. Parts and
Henry Froemer 800 Scales
tion
Call
753-9206
28 Mobile HMIs for Rent
Royal Portable Vacuum
service. Bobby Hopper_
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
(2) Credit Card Machines
Christmas Tree
12x60 'NAIL .R See
Bob's AppLiance Ser:
Pitney-Bowes Postage Scales
Lamps
Brandon Dill, Dills vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Lafayette CB 23 Channel Transceiver
14 Ft. Fishing Boat "
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Trailer Cl. Must have
Business 753-4872. 436(Comstat 35)
referen
50 HP Evinrude Motor
5848 (home).
gs.
Gold
Silver
TransrecNver Booster
2 OR a • BR. furnished,'
Closed
Closed
24' Channel Matser T.V. Antenna
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
AC - natural gas. 'Shady
Many Other Items._
Upholstery
Yesterday 316.50
Yesterday
6.06
Oaks 753-5209
OFFERING:
Open Tues.-Thurs. 2
p.m.-10 p.m.; vi.a. a. Fri.
115 p.m. 1 mile from
Murray on Hwy. 941.
Phone 753-0079

rILACKEIERRIES

riVARS

•

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

WILL'clean your house

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

Sean

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

.64E

AULT 143111111111.

-4

Otuunrs

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Thurs.

•

AUCTION

Hut's Drug Store.

ki'zo

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Hut's Drugs has closed

These fixtures are top quality display unit
All are matching and in new condition
•
Be There
C.
I.

Pkticr.tosigEfL.
Ac.4- 11•411'7

QEV‘1
.
E.\MOAT

Opened
Today
Up

29. Heating and Cooling
1000 ETC win6w unit
A C. good condition
Call 753-3917 after 5p m

322.30
5.80.40

Opened
Today

Up
Compliments of

.6,22
.16

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM

ii.WIELERS
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071

31. Want to Rent
MST: professor & family
seeking nice 4 BR. 2
bath home Call
753.4173.

7511 7113
We buy Gold. Silver S Dior,
inod•
Hours: 10 aDoily. 12 S Sunday

5 Points
806 Coldwater Rd.
Car, boat, truck, home-

vinyl tops, truck bed
covers-Free estimates.
M&V‘ING. Also, hauling
and _yard work. Reasonable rates, good'
references Call Jerry
759-9661

Automobile
Homeowners
Fire
Life
•Term
•Unfwersal Life
*Cfuerented Issue
For Free Analysis 115 *votes •Seatior Citizens
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 420/1

r. Tom Hopi()
(502)753-6202

411.
,•

;41teMONIIIN001950e5+455001."."4."47.
-•
•

•

•

mamb.+

2,,,agrarggizg§g0g011
'.
1

-

01.
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Gas tax will rise again as '86 issue, claims Blandford
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
Opponents of an increase in the
state motor fuels tax may have
prevailed during the General
Assembly's special session, but
the issue will rise again, said
House Speaker Don Blandford.
"When the chuckholes get
deep enough. I predict we'll be
back in the regular session, trying to do something," Blandford. D-Philpot, said Monday.
The House last Friday resoundingly defeated a bill to add a
nickel per gallon to the tax on

gasoline and diesel. Blandford
was an early and ardent supporter of the bill, whieh the administration said would raise an
additional $100 million per year.
There is a procedure for
reconsidering a floor vote on a
bill, but the 60-36 margin of
defeat for the fuels-tax bill
would be extremely difficult to
overcome, legislative leaders
agreed.
"It's my opinion that the votes
are not there to pass the gas
otax" if an attempt is made to br-

ing it back before the House,
Blandford said. "I did
everytIling - short of twisting
arms, holding people hostage,
harrassment, like has been done
in some previous
administrations.
But there had been no
palpable change in sentiment
since Friday's vote, "Blandford
said. He also said he detected no
support for any -compromise increase of less than 5 cents per
gallon.
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Blandford met Monday morning with lobbyists, including Roy
E. Stevens of Ashland Oil and
Fred B. Creasey of the Kentucky
Association of Counties, saying
later he was getting their vote
estimates. Blandford also met
with other Democratic leaders

of the House, who generally
echoed his statement.
"The votes weren't there Friday and I don't think they're
there now," said Speaker Pro
Tern Pete Worthington of Ewing. Majority Whip Kenny
Rapier of Bardstown and caucus

Photographers, editors split on issues
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — A
panel of photographers,
newspaper editors and others
Split Saturday on the ethical
questions facing photographers
during a seminar at the National
Press Photographers Association annual convention.
The three-hour seminar conducted by Harvard law professor Arthur Miller brought
together- 13 newspaper and
television professionals, Davidson County Chancellor Robert
Brandt, Nashville lawyer Al
Knight and Philip Davidson,
director of the Tennessee Law
Enforcement Training
Academy. The panel was divided on
Whether to allow police access to
all photographs and television
footage not used on the air if a
hypothetical revolutionary
group opposed to nuclear power
plants took 40 hostages at a local
restaurant.
"I'm inclined not to show
those photos," said Jack Belich,
photo editor of the St.
Petersburg Times in St.
Petersburg, Fla. Aolv recom-

mendation is not to yield the film
or the prints."
David Hawpe-, managing
editor Of the Louisville Courier
Journal in Louisville, Ky.,
responded, "He's overruled as
far as I'm concerned. I would let
the police come in and give them
a set of prints if they need the information to save 40 lives."
John Seigenthaler, publisher
of The Tennessean in Nashville,
said he would not relish the idea
of letting police see the photos
and granting access would
violate the -newspaper's policy.
"But I would probably do it if
the police- can make a case that
it will help save lives," he said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
toll of deaths and stillbirths linked to a bacteria found in tainted
cheese rose to 64 as county
health officials blamed the
bacterial infection for two moret
fetal deaths.
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On the question of whether
photographers should shoot a
news conference staged by terrorists in the middle of a hostage
crisis, Hawpe said, he would not
send a photographer or reporter
because "I think it's a bad
precedent and the kind of precedent that will come back to
haunt you."
Belich said, "I'm 'going in,
absolutely."
Two newspaper
photographers said they would
not attend, one said she would go
only if pressed by her
newspaper and a third said he
would go without a second
thought.

Fetal deaths linked
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Chairman Bill Donnermeyer of
Bellevue said they agreed with
Worthington.
•
Majority Floor Leader Greg
Stumborsaid he also agreed, but
then added: "It's not a dead
issue until the last day of the session.

Listeriosis, the disease caused
by the bacteria, was detected in
four additional Los Angelesarea mothers and their
newborns and in a 39-year-old
man with a chronic illness,
health department
spokeswoman Myrtha Woolley
said Monday.
Investigators blame some of
the listeriosis deaths in California and six other states on a
bacteria-tainted Mexican-style
cheese. Two types of cheese
found to be tainted with the
Listeria monocytogenes germs
have been recalled.
Newborns, the elderly and
those with chronic illness are
particularly susceptible to the
bacteria, two strains of which
have been detected so far.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 17, 1985
ARIES
(Mar.21to Apr. 19)
Big doings are going on at home
base.. You can safely take the initiative. Worry less about how a loved
one will handle a situation.
TAURUS
Pit
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Your thinking is sound and now's
the time to put forth your ideas.
- Evening hours may bring concern
about a family matter.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
For once, you're thinking before
acting. The money picture .brightens
for you now, but you need to have
more confidence on the job.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Act on conviction, not on whim.
Put neW plans into motion without
being unduly pushy. Tighten purse
strings after dark. .
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You've done the right thing about a
domestic concern and should stop
worrying. Clear up unfinished bust
ness while you're in the mood.

41E

VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept22)
Don't take something yOu overhear
too personally. Social life picks Up
dramatically. Friends are impressed
by your dynamism.
LIBRA
Wet
(Sept.23to 0c122)
You've done all the preparation
that is necessary. Stop procrastinating and reach for the, top! Career is
accented now.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You'll need tact -in dealing with
in-laws. Some make plans for a major
journey. A partner has doubts about
your career objectives.
SAGITTARIUS ,
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
fie
Now that you've got the facts and
figures, there's no reason not to
proceed with a business venture. A
trip may be delayed.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to,an. 19)
Be careful not to overwhelm a
loved one, but don't be a pusaiycat
either. A ticklish concern arises with
a friend about money.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
gli
fik
You get the green light to go ahead
with a career project Work at your
own pace. Independent action is
favored overteamwork.
PISES
Amp
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
goer
A work concern should take priority over travel. An urge for adventure
'Signals an active social life now.
Dating is accented.
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